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Abstract
In contrast to wide belief, the brain is highly active during sleep. Over the course of the
night, it cycles between the different stages of sleep. While rapid eye movement (REM)
sleep depicts EEG activity that is comparable to that of wakefulness, this changes drastically with the emergence of K-complexes, slow oscillations, and thalamic sleep spindles
during non-REM (NREM) sleep. The transition between the different sleep stages and
wakefulness is regulated by circadian and ultradian rhythms, which emerge from an intricate interplay between multiple neuronal populations in the brainstem, forebrain and
hypothalamus and the resulting varying levels of neuromodulators. Over the last years
intracellular recordings and detailed neuron models have helped tremendously to elucidate the mechanisms responsible for the generation of the sleep EEG and how they are
affected by neuromodulators.
However, detailed neuron models are highly complex and computationally demanding, which renders the analysis of both model and data cumbersome. Furthermore, it is
still poorly understood how these findings translate from the individual neuron to the
population activity responsible for the generation of the EEG and its temporal dynamics.
Here, mean field approximations such as the neural mass framework of the involved neuronal populations have been highly successful in the reproduction of EEG activity during
wakefulness and provided a better understanding of the underlying brain dynamics.
Unfortunately, some mechanisms involved in the generation of the observed sleep
phenomena, such as firing rate adaptation and bursting, violate fundamental assumptions
of neural mass models. The purpose of this work is the extension of neural mass models
with physiologically inspired mechanisms to circumvent these limitations. This approach
enables the reproduction of realistic sleep EEG activity including K-complexes, slow
oscillations and thalamic sleep spindles, while also allowing to analyze the underlying
dynamics in detail.
The first model presented here is devoted to the generation of K-complexes and slow
oscillations during sleep stages N2 and N3 respectively. Based on previous detailed model
a cortical neural mass is extended by an activity dependent firing rate adaptation. The
dynamical repertoire of the model is characterized via a bifurcation analysis, allowing
insights into the generating mechanisms of the related sleep phenomena, questioning the
current opinion that K-complexes are isolates Slow Oscillations.
In the second model the generation of thalamic sleep spindles is investigated. Similar to the previous approach, intrinsic currents are adopted from detailed studies and
included into a neural mass model of the thalamus. A bifurcation analysis reveals the
different dynamical modes of the model, leading to the different observed oscillatory
modes. In the combined thalamocortical model the effect of external acoustic stimula-
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tion is then investigated and validated with experimental data from a stimulation study
in humans.
Finally, the third model builds upon the neural mass model of the sleeping cortex and
investigates the effect of a generic sleep regulatory network on the dynamics of the cortex
and the corresponding transition between wakefulness and the different sleep stages. It
is shown that modulation of the bifurcation parameters of the model through varying
levels of neuromodulators is sufficient to generate the essential features of human EEG
over a full day.
In sum, the modeling studies presented in this work demonstrate that with simple
extensions neural mass models are capable of reproducing the EEG activity observed in
humans during sleep and wakefulness. The individual models have been published in
high impact scientific journals and at the time of writing constitute the state-of-the-art
regarding the generation of the sleep EEG. The mathematical analysis of the models
reveals their dynamical repertoire, challenging the previous concept of a bistable cortex
during slow wave sleep. Utilizing physiologically motivated mechanisms has the further
advantage that these extensions can directly be related to neuromodulatory levels in the
brain, enabling the validation of arbitrary sleep regulatory networks by means of the
EEG.

Zusammenfassung
Entgegen der landläufigen Meinung zeigt das Gehirn während des Schlafes einen hohen
Grad an Aktivität. Im Verlauf einer Nacht wechselt es dabei zyklisch zwischen den
verschiedenen Schlafstadien. Im Elektroenzephalogramm zeigt der sogenannte rapid eye
movement (REM) Schlaf Aktivität, die vergleichbar mit der des Wachzustandes ist. Dies
ändert sich allerdings drastisch mit dem Auftreten von K-Komplexen, Slow Oscillations
und thalamischen Schlafspindeln während des non-REM (NREM) Schlafes. Der Übergang zwischen den verschiedenen Schlafstadien und dem Wachzustand wird durch das
Zusammenspiel von neuronalen Netzwerken im Hirnstamm, dem Zwischenhirn und des
Hypothalamus reguliert, die für die Ausschüttung von Neuromodulatoren verantwortlich
sind. Im Verlauf der letzten Jahre haben physiologische Studien und detaillierte Neuronenmodelle dazu beigetragen, die dem Schlaf-EEG zugrunde liegenden Mechanismen
und deren Manipulation durch Neuromodulatoren zu verstehen.
Aufgrund ihrer hohen Komplexität benötigen detaillierte Neuronenmodelle allerdings
einen sehr hohen Ressourceneinsatz und sind dementsprechend schwer zu analysieren.
Darüber hinaus ist es unklar, inwieweit sich die Ergebnisse von Studien an Einzelneuronen auf eine ganzen Neuronenpopulation übertragen lassen, deren Aktivität die Grundlage für das EEG bildet. In diesem Zusammenhang haben mean field Näherungen wie
neural mass Modelle große Erfolge in der Modellierung des Wach-EEGs gefeiert und
stark zum Verständnis der zugrunde liegenden Gehirndynamik beigetragen.
Unglücklicherweise führen einige der Schlafdynamik zugrunde liegenden Mechanismen, wie Feuerraten-Adaption und Bursting modes, dazu, dass grundlegenden Annahmen der neural mass Modelle niht erfüllt werden. Das Ziel dieser Promotion ist die
Erweiterung bestehender neural mass Modelle durch physiologisch inspirierte Mechanismen, um diese Nachteilen zu überwinden. Der Ansatz ermöglicht nicht nur die detaillierte Analyse der Gehirndynamik, sondern auch die Modellierung des Schlaf-EEGs
einschließlich von K-Komplexen, Slow Oscillations und thalamischen Schlafspindeln.
Das erste Modell befasst sich mit der Entstehung von K-Komplexen und Slow Oscillations während der Schlafphasen N2 und N3. Aufbauend auf früheren detaillierten
Neuronenmodellen wurde ein neural mass Modell des Neokortex mit einer aktivitätsabhängigen Feuerraten Adaption erweitert. Mit Hilfe einer Bifurkationsanalyse wurde die
Dynamik des Modells charakterisiert. Dies lies Schlussfolgerungen auf die Entstehung
der jeweiligen Phänomene zu und widerspricht der bisherigen Theorie, dass K-Komplexe
isolierte Slow Oscillations darstellen.
Das zweite Modell untersucht die Generation thalamischer Schlafspindeln während
des Tiefschlafes. In Anlehnung an das kortikale Modell wurden Ionenströme von detaillierten physiologischen Modellen adaptiert und in ein neural mass Modell des Thalamus
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eingefügt. Eine Bifurkationsanalyse lieferte wiederum Erkenntnisse über die verschiedenen dynamischen Modi des Modells, die zu den beobachteten Oszillationen im Thalamus
führen. Im Anschluss wurde im kombinierten thalamokortischen Modell der Einfluss
externer akustischer Stimulation untersucht und anhand von EEG-Daten aus einer Humanstudie validiert.
Abschließend behandelt das dritte Modell den Einfluss eines generischen Schlafregulations-Netzwerkes auf die kortikale Dynamik und den damit einhergehenden Übergang zwischen den verschiedenen Schlafstadien beziehungsweise des Wachzustandes. Es
wird gezeigt, dass die Modulation der Bifurkationsparameter des kortikalen Modells
durch Neuromodulatoren ausreicht um das menschliche EEG im verlauf eines vollen
Tages nachzubilden.
Zusammenfassend haben die hier entwickelten Modelle gezeigt, dass neural mass
Modelle durch einfache Erweiterungen in die Lage versetzt werden menschliche EEG Aktivität, sowohl im Schlaf als auch während des Wachzustandes, abzubilden. Die einzelnen
Modelle wurden in angesehenen Fachzeitschriften veröffentlicht und repräsentieren zum
jetzigen Zeitpunkt den state-of-the-art in der Modellierung des Schlaf-EEGs. Die mathematische Analyse der Modelle zeigt eine Dynamik auf, die die bisherige Lehrmeinung
eines bistabilen Kortex in Frage stellt. Durch die Verwendung physiologisch motivierter
Mechanismen können die beobachteten Phänomene direkt mit der Aktivität von Neuromodulatoren in Zusammenhang gebracht werden. Dies ermöglicht es unter anderem
beliebige Schlafregulatorische Modelle durch die so generierte EEG Aktivität zu validieren.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The following section gives a short overview over sleep and its related EEG phenomena.
Afterwards, the cortical and thalamic architecture, that is responsible for the generation
of the sleep EEG and builds the foundations of the models described here is discussed.
In the final two sections the different synapse types are introduced, together with an
overview over the effect of neuromodulation on the brain.

1.1

Sleep

Sleep is a naturally occurring transient behavioral state, that is characterized by reduced mobility, a loss of consciousness, and a reduced responsiveness to external stimuli
[Aserinsky and Kleitman, 1953]. It can be observed in a wide variety of organisms, including mammals, birds, reptiles [Cirelli and Tononi, 2008] and to a certain extend even
insects [Huber et al., 2004b, Raizen et al., 2008].

Figure 1.1: Typical human sleep profile This picture depicts a typical hypnogram during a
night. The early night is dominated by NREM sleep, that is further subdivided into sleep stages
N1-N3, whereas REM sleep prevails during the second half (late sleep). During NREM sleep,
cholinergic activity is at a minimum, while REM sleep shows similar or even higher levels than
wakefulness. Aminergic activity is high during waking, intermediate during SWS, and minimal
during REM sleep. Modified from [Rasch and Born, 2013].
Generally, sleep is divided into two main sleep stages, rapid-eye-movement (REM)
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sleep and non-REM (NREM) sleep, which is further subdivided into sleep stages N1-N3,
that are dominated by low-frequency high-amplitude oscillations in the electroencephalogram (EEG). Sleep stage N2, that covers about 50-60% of human sleep is hallmarked
by the occurrence of sleep spindles and K-complexes (KCs), whereas deeper N3 sleep
is dominated by slow wave activity (SWA) [Kales and Rechtschaffen, 1968, Iber et al.,
2007]. In contrast, REM sleep exhibits low amplitude activity of higher frequency, which
resembles the EEG found during wakefulness. Over the course of the night the brain
alternates between these stages in cycles of about 60-90 minutes. These cycles start with
lighter NREM sleep stages N1/N2, that then transition into N3 and finally REM sleep.
Initially there is a predominance of NREM sleep in the early part of the night, whereas
REM sleep dominates the second half of the night (See Fig. 1.1).
The severe drawbacks of sleep with respect to environmental hazards together with
its prevalence suggests an crucial functional role of sleep, which has long been debated
[Foster, 1901, Siegel, 2005]. Areas with a connection to sleep include saving of energy
during night time [Webb, 1988, Berger and Phillips, 1995], regeneration of body tissue/functions [Oswald, 1980, Siegel, 2009], regulation of immune responses [Lange et al.,
2010, Besedovsky et al., 2012], but also developmental processes in infants [Denenberg
and Thoman, 1981, Mirmiran et al., 1983, Marks et al., 1995, Mirmiran, 1995].
However, one of the most prominent role of sleep lies in its contribution to memory
consolidation [Jenkins and Dallenbach, 1924, Buzsáki, 1998, Huber et al., 2004a, Diekelmann and Born, 2010, Rasch and Born, 2013]. Over the recent years, there has been a lot
of effort to elucidate the contribution of sleep to memory consolidation. It has become
apparent, that the different sleep stages cover certain aspects of memory consolidation
[Maquet, 2001, Smith, 2001, Gais and Born, 2004]. REM sleep has been hypothesized
to be involved in the processing of emotional [Nishida et al., 2009, Groch et al., 2013]
and procedural memory [Smith, 1995, Smith, 2001] but its role in the consolidation of
declarative memory is highly debated [Fishbein and Gutwein, 1977, Tilley and Empson,
1978, Stickgold and Walker, 2007, Siegel, 2009].
On the other hand, many studies indicate a functional role of slow wave sleep (SWS)
in the formation of declarative memory [Walker and Stickgold, 2004, Diekelmann and
Born, 2010, Rasch and Born, 2013]. The synchronization of fast spindle activity to
the depolarized up state [Mölle et al., 2002] appears to be critical for the consolidation as it provides a window of opportunity conditions for plastic changes [Gais et al.,
2002, Rosanova and Ulrich, 2005, Mölle et al., 2009, Mölle et al., 2011, Cox et al., 2012].
Furthermore, it has been shown that memory consolidation can be improved by transcranial electric and auditory stimulation [Marshall et al., 2006, Ngo et al., 2013b, Ngo et al.,
2015] and vice versa sleep deprivation results in an impairment of memory consolidation
[Landsness et al., 2009, van der Werf et al., 2009].

1.2

Cortical architecture

The neocortex is a highly complex, hierarchically organized structure, which exhibits
a layered structure [Gray, 1918, DeFelipe et al., 2002] and an extensive connectome.
Each of the six layers contains different types of neurons. Pyramidal neurons, which
are located in layers III and V represent the main source of excitation [Braitenberg
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and Schüz, 1991, Braitenberg and Schüz, 2013]. Pyramidal cells are the only neuron
type, which develops long range axonal connections, that spread both within the cortex
as well as into other brain structures, e.g. thalamus or hippocampus. These parallel
long range axonal connections are the main contributors for the generation of the EEG
[Buzsáki, 2006, Buzsáki and Wang, 2012]. A second type of excitatory neurons are spiny
stellate cells in the internal granular layer IV, that receive thalamic input [Miller et al.,
2001, Miller, 2003, da Costa and Martin, 2011, Sun et al., 2016] and form excitatory
feedback loops with the pyramidal cells. However, they do not form long range axonal
connections.
In contrast GABAergic interneurons are distributed over all layers, developing vast
local connections [DeFelipe et al., 2002, Banks et al., 2000, Braitenberg and Schüz, 2013].
In addition to balancing excitation in the cortex, they are known facilitate synchronization between neuronal populations [Cobb et al., 1995, Louvel et al., 2001, Szabadics
et al., 2001]. Furthermore, fast GABAergic interneurons are key pacemaker for the generation of fast gamma band oscillations in the cortex [Kisvárday et al., 1993, Sik et al.,
1995, Wang and Buzsáki, 1996, White et al., 1998, Tiesinga and José, 2000, Mann et al.,
2005, Traub et al., 2005, Bartos et al., 2007]. Similarly to spiny stellate cells GABAergic
interneurons only develop local connections within their close proximity.

1.3

Cortical slow oscillations/K-complexes

In the healthy organism KCs and slow oscillations (SOs) emerge at the transition from
light into deep sleep and increase in intensity as NREM sleep deepens. In the human
electroencephalogram (EEG) SOs are defined as waves with a frequency of 0.5-2 Hz and a
peak-to-peak amplitude > 75µV [Steriade, 1993, Achermann and Borbély, 1997, Steriade,
2003], representing the largest endogenous events in the EEG (See Fig. 1.2).

Figure 1.2: Example time series of SOs and KCs This figure depicts typical z-scored
EEG signals found during human NREM sleep. The upper panel shows K-Complexes during
sleep stage N2. On the other hand the lower panel illustrates slow oscillations during sleep stage
N3.

The K-complex and the SO are of intracortical origin [Amzica and Steriade, 1997b,
Amzica and Steriade, 1997a, Sanchez-Vives and McCormick, 2000, Timofeev et al., 2000].
Underlying them is a widespread, almost synchronous alternation of neocortical networks
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between phases of depolarization (active or up state) and hyperpolarization (silent or
down state) [Steriade and Amzica, 1998, Massimini et al., 2004, Peyrache et al., 2012],
that behaves like a traveling wave [Sanchez-Vives and McCormick, 2000, Steriade, 2003].
Previously KCs during light NREM sleep (N2) were identified to be an isolated down
state [Cash et al., 2009]. However, as shown in Chapter 3 this might be challenged by
the findings on the dynamical properties of the sleeping cortex.
Modeling and experimental studies indicate a role for both, synaptic mechanisms
and intrinsic currents, in the generation of SOs [Bazhenov et al., 2002, Compte et al.,
2003, Holcman and Tsodyks, 2006, Benita et al., 2012], with the active state being
generated by excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic potentials and a voltage-dependent
persistent Na+ current INaP [Steriade et al., 1993a]. The silent state then appears due
to removal of synaptic inputs (disfaciliation), and also adaptation processes within the
cortical neurons through activity dependent potassium currents [Contreras and Steriade,
1996, Timofeev et al., 2001b, Massimini and Amzica, 2001].
However, thalamo-cortical inputs may trigger onset of cortical active states [El Boustani et al., 2007, Lemieux et al., 2014] increasing synchrony, whereas the reason for the
large-scale synchrony of the silent state is yet unknown [Volgushev et al., 2006]. Furthermore, neocortical SOs impact activity in the hippocampus. Sharp wave-ripple events
of the hippocampus become suppressed during silent states and show a rebound during
development of the active state [Isomura et al., 2006, Mölle et al., 2009]. Recently,
it was shown that cells in the prefrontal cortex fire consistently within 100 ms after
hippocampal cells in naturally sleeping animals, and that in association with strong hippocampal bursts short-latency prefrontal responses are augmented by increased spindle
band activity [Wierzynski et al., 2010].

1.4

Thalamic architecture

The thalamus is a complex brain structure which is located near the very center of the
brain and consists of 15 nuclei, whose main function is the processing and gating of
sensory information to the neocortex [Jones, 1985, Guillery and Sherman, 2002]. Therefore, the thalamic relay cells which constitute the main cell type within the thalamic
nuclei form long range afferents into different areas of the neocortex, with most of the
sensory systems targeting one distinct nuclei [Jones, 2001]. In contrast to the pyramidal
neurons in the cortical layer V they generally do not form local connections within the
population.
As discussed above in Section 1.2 the axons of thalamic relay cells target mainly spiny
stellate cells in the cortical layer IV. Their input is then feed to the pyramidal neurons
in layer V, which in turn project it back into the thalamus, closing the thalamo-cortical
loop.
The thalamic reticular nucleus (TRN) encapsulates the other thalamic nuclei providing inhibition through GABAergic reticular cells and plays an important part in the
information processing [Jones, 2002]. It receives input both from layer VI of the neocortex as well as from the dorsal thalamic nuclei [Jones, 1975], with those originating
from the cortex being far more numerous [Liu and Jones, 1999]. As GABAergic neurons
spread locally, the TRN does not project back into the neocortex.
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Thalamic spindle oscillations

Sleep spindle oscillations consist of waxing-and-waning field potentials of 9-15 Hz which
last between one and three seconds and recur every 5-15 sec. They have been recorded
from the cat thalamus after in vivo decortication [Morison and Bassett, 1945, Steriade
and Deschênes, 1984, Contreras and Steriade, 1996, Timofeev and Steriade, 1996] suggesting a thalamic origin for spindle oscillation. Their generation is heavily linked to low
threshold spikes (LTSs), that occur through deinactivation of T-type calcium currents
[Steriade et al., 1985, Steriade and Llinás, 1988, Steriade et al., 1990, von Krosigk et al.,
1993].
LTSs by the inhibitory thalamic reticular (RE) neurons in the TRN cause an hyperpolarization of the thalamic relay nuclei, that in turn deinactivates the T-type calcium
currents in the thalamic relay (TC) cells. In the thalamic relay nuclei the ongoing spindle
oscillation is then terminated by the ensuing depolarization through calcium dependent
Ih currents [McCormick and Pape, 1990, Bal and McCormick, 1996, Lüthi and McCormick, 1999], whereas synaptic input from the thalamic relay nuclei terminates them
in the TRN [Timofeev et al., 2001a].
It has been shown, that the TRN alone is capable of generating self-sustained rhythmic activity via LTSs [Steriade et al., 1987, Bazhenov et al., 1999] and that this activity is
necessary for spindle oscillations in the thalamic relay nulei [Steriade et al., 1985]. However, the interaction between the thalamic reticular and thalamic relay cells is necessary
for the projection of spindle oscillations into the cortex [Steriade and Llinás, 1988].
It was first proposed that the waning phase of spindle occurs as a result of Ca2+
induced cAMP up-regulation of an hyperpolarization activated cation current, Ih , in
the TC cells [Bal and McCormick, 1996, Budde et al., 1997, Lüthi and McCormick,
1998], that modulates the amplitude of the spindle oscillations. More recently, combined
experimental and modeling studies suggest that the neocortex may play a critical role
in initiation and termination of spindles [Timofeev et al., 2001b, Bonjean et al., 2011].
Furthermore, it has been shown that patterns of spindle oscillations in the cortex depend
on the TC projections, which is reflected in the different synchronization properties of
EEG vs MEG recordings during sleep spindles in humans [Bonjean et al., 2012].
Recent studies demonstrated that cortically recorded spindle oscillations are not homogeneous, but can be split into at least two types: fast spindles (12-15 Hz) and slow
spindles (9-12 Hz). In humans, the fast spindles can be recorded over centroparietal
region, whereas slow spindles are predominantly localized over frontal cortical areas [Andrillon et al., 2011, Mölle et al., 2011]. Furthermore, the mechanisms generating these
two types of spindles appear to be different [Timofeev and Chauvette, 2013], as slow
spindles are usually either independent of ongoing slow oscillatory activity or they start
at the transition from the active to the silent states [Andrillon et al., 2011, Mölle et al.,
2011].

1.6

Synapses

There are four main types of chemical synaptic channels, glutamatergic, GABAergic,
cholinergic, and adrenergic that are expressed in different regions of the body. The
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first one are ionotropic glutamate receptors, which are subdivided into AMPA, NMDA,
and Kainate channels and are the main contributors of excitatory neurotransmission
between neurons [Dingledine et al., 1999, Madden, 2002]. These channels all activate to
the release of glutamate into the synaptic cleft, however each on a different time scale
with AMPA being the fastest and NMDA the slowest. In addition to pure synaptic
transmission AMPA channels are known to be involved in synaptic plasticity through
receptor trafficking [Shi et al., 2001, Malinow and Malenka, 2002, Sheng and Hyoung Lee,
2003, Montgomery and Madison, 2004, Gu and Stornetta, 2007, Castellani et al., 2009].
Similarly NMDA channels are closely related to spike time dependent plasticity acting
as coincidence detectors [Maren and Baudry, 1995, Shouval et al., 2002b, Urakubo et al.,
2008, Hunt and Castillo, 2012]. This enables them to intricately gating of calcium spikes
[Castellani et al., 2001, Shouval et al., 2002a, Kampa et al., 2004, Evans et al., 2012].
On the other hand Kainate receptors are known to modulate inhibitory transmissions in
the hippocampus [Rodriguez-Moreno et al., 1997, Rodriguez-Moreno and Lerma, 1998,
Frerking et al., 1999, Min et al., 1999, Ali et al., 2001].
The second type of GABAergic receptors are associated with inhibitory neurotransmission leading to a hyperpolarization of the postsynaptic target neuron. There are
two subdivisions the GABAA and GABAB type, with the former depicting the fast and
the latter slow timescales [Kohl and Paulsen, 2010]. GABAergic neurons are generally
associated with synchronization of neural oscillations [Cobb et al., 1995, Louvel et al.,
2001, Szabadics et al., 2001] and generation of fast brain rhythms including gamma band
oscillations [Kisvárday et al., 1993, Sik et al., 1995, Wang and Buzsáki, 1996, White et al.,
1998, Tiesinga and José, 2000, Mann et al., 2005, Traub et al., 2005], sharp wave ripples
[Maier et al., 2003, Vladimirov et al., 2013] and other high frequency oscillations [Miles
et al., 1996, Traub et al., 2004, Bartos et al., 2007, Jefferys et al., 2012].
However, they are also strongly involved in neuromodulation by activating potassium
channels [Dutar and Nicoll, 1988, Gage, 1992, Do et al., 2013]. Furthermore, GABAergic
interneurons in the thalamic reticular nuclei have been shown to be crucial for the generation of thalamic spindles through rebound bursts [McCormick and Bal, 1997, Timofeev
et al., 2000, Bazhenov et al., 2002, Destexhe and Sejnowski, 2003].
In contrast to the former two types of chemical synapses, the other two cholinergic,
and adrenergic synapses are not directly involved in the generation of action potentials in neurons. Rather than directly affecting neuronal activity they modulate it by
altering certain properties of the cells. It has been shown, that firing rate adaptation of cortical neurons is affected by acetylcholine [Madison et al., 1987, Barkai and
Hasselmo, 1994, Hasselmo and Barkai, 1995, Liljenström and Hasselmo, 1995] mainly
through blockage of potassium channels [McCormick, 1989, McCormick and Huguenard,
1992]. Similarly, different transmitters of adrenergic synapses alter firing rate adaptation, e.g. serotonin [Colino and Halliwell, 1987, Davies et al., 1987] and noradrenaline
[Madison and Nicoll, 1982, Madison and Nicoll, 1986]. On the other hand neural gain
is increased by acetylcholine [Barkai and Hasselmo, 1994, Disney et al., 2007, Gulledge
et al., 2009, Soma and Shimegi, 2012], serotonin [Zhang and Arsenault, 2005], and noradrenalin [McCormick, 1989, Timmons et al., 2004].
Beside chemical synapses, neurons are known to interact through gap junctions, which
are direct electrical channels between the individual neurons. As they do not involve
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transmitter release but are directly voltage gated, gap junctions act on faster timescales
than chemical synapses [Munro and Börgers, 2010, Perez Velazquez and Carlen, 2000].
They are widely believed to be involved in the generation of high frequency oscillations
especially in the hippocampus [Skinner et al., 1999, Traub et al., 1999, Traub and Bibbig,
2000, Stacey et al., 2009, Vladimirov et al., 2013] and enhance synchrony within neural
populations [Carlen et al., 2000, Tamás et al., 2000, Szabadics et al., 2001]. However,
while there are neural mass models that include gap junctions [Steyn-Ross et al., 2005,
Steyn-Ross et al., 2007], they are only considered for the interaction between different
columns.
As cholinergic, and adrenergic synapses are not directly involved in the generation of
the EEG but its modulation, they will not be considered until the transition between the
different sleep stages is investigated in Chapter 5. Furthermore, during sleep the EEG is
dominated by slow oscillatory activity in the delta and spindle band. These oscillations
are generated by intrinsic mechanisms rather than synaptic interactions. Therefore, one
restrict oneself to two one more or less generic synapse type for excitation (AMPA) and
inhibition (GABA) each. For the generation of wake EEG with all its different frequency
bands this simplification might not be valid.

1.7

Neuromodulation

Over the course of the day, the brain undergoes drastic changes in its activity. The transition between wakefulness and the sleep stages and therewith the corresponding levels
of neuromodulators [Lydic and Baghdoyan, 2015], is coordinated by the activity of neuronal populations distributed in different brain areas, primarily the forebrain, brainstem
and hypothalamus [Moruzzi, 1972, Saper et al., 2005]. Depending on the participating neuromodulators and brain structures and due to their specific temporal dynamic
there is a differentiation between a wake-NREM switch and REM-NREM cycling, respectively [Booth and Diniz Behn, 2014]. The wake-NREM switch has been successfully
described by the two-process model, which is based on a homeostatic sleep drive [Borbély,
1982, Daan et al., 1984] or more specifically mutual inhibition between wake-promoting
(locus coeruleus (LC), dorsal raphe nucleus (DR)) and sleep-promoting populations (ventrolateral preoptic nucleus (VLPO)) [Saper et al., 2001, Diniz Behn and Booth, 2010].
The activity of those populations is closely related to the levels of the neurotransmitter
noradrenalin and serotonin. Additionally, the sleep wake transition is heavily influenced
by the circadian rhythm, which is mainly acting through the suprachiasmatic nucleus
(SCN) [Kronauer, 1982, Liu and Gillette, 1996, Fleshner et al., 2011].
The NREM-REM cycling has originally been assumed to be driven by reciprocal
interaction between cholinergic REM promoting and aminergic wake promoting REMoff populations [McCarley and Hobson, 1975, Luppi et al., 2006, Datta and MacLean,
2007]. However, recent research indicates an involvement of GABAergic populations in
the regulation of REM sleep [Lu et al., 2006, Fuller et al., 2007, Brown et al., 2008, Vanini
et al., 2012], that also involve mutual inhibition. Additionally, the NREM-REM rhythm
is affected by orexinergic neurons located in the perifornical area [Peyron et al., 1998].
Cortical acetylcholine levels are lowest during slow wave sleep and highest during
wake and REM sleep, whereas serotonin and norepinephrine levels are highest during
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wake, intermediate during SWS and lowest during REM sleep [Weitzman et al., 1971,
Aston-Jones and Bloom, 1981, Marrosu et al., 1995, Born et al., 1997, Léna et al., 2005].
Application of acetylcholine blocks potassium currents [McCormick, 1989, McCormick
and Huguenard, 1992], such as IKNa , whereas they are activated by GABA. Furthermore,
the neural gain is modulated by acetylcholine [Disney et al., 2007, Gulledge et al., 2009,
Soma and Shimegi, 2012], serotonin [Zhang and Arsenault, 2005], and norepinephrine
[McCormick, 1989, Timmons et al., 2004], with those levels changing in specific patterns
throughout the sleep-wake cycle [Léna et al., 2005].

Chapter 2

Methods
This chapter contains an introduction to the methods and modeling approaches employed
throughout this work. The first section briefly captures the seminal work of Hodgkin
and Huxley. The conductance based modeling approach that they developed will be the
basis of the extended neural mass models employed in this work. The second section
introduces firing rate based models as a simplification of the conductance based approach
that enable the analysis of the brain dynamics on the population level. The third section
focuses on neural mass models as a special case of spatially lumped firing rate models.
There, the general modeling framework that is utilized in this work is introduced in
detail. In the following fourth section, the limitations of firing rate models with respect
to certain properties of neurons are discussed. A possible solution employing an hybrid
approach, that respects nonlinear properties of neurons arising from intrinsic currents, is
discussed in the fifth section. The following two sections give a short introduction into
bifurcation theory and stochastic differential equations and their application to neuroscience. Finally, the last section covers computational methods and the documentation
of the simulation routines.

2.1

Conductance based models

Conductance based models date back to the seminal work of Hodgkin and Huxley on the
squid giant axon [Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952b, Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952a], in which they
describe the generation of action potentials. It is generally assumed to be the foundation
of theoretical neuroscience. As depicted in Fig. 2.1, the membrane of a neuron is modeled
as a capacitor, that is charged by the ionic currents flowing through specific ion channels,
with the membrane voltage Vm defined as the difference in the electric potential between
the extracellular and intracellular space.
The evolution of the membrane voltage Vm is then given by charging the membrane
capacitor through the ion currents.
Cm V̇m = IL + INa + IK + Iext .

(2.1)

These currents Ij are driven by the Nernst potentials Ej that arise from the different
concentrations of ion types j in the intracellular and extracellular space. The conductance ḡj of channel type j is dependent on the fraction of open channels of that type.
In the simplest case, these channels are voltage sensitive, but can also be subject to ion
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Figure 2.1: Circuit diagram of a simple neuronal cell membrane. Ionic currents driven
by varying ion concentrations in the intracellular and extracellular fluid charge the membrane
capacitor, leading to a change in the membrane voltage Vm . The conductances ḡNa and ḡK
depend on the fraction of open voltage gated ion channels. A generic leak current IL captures
the passive properties of the membrane (Adopted from [Hodgkin, 1957]).

concentrations and other messengers. Their dynamics can be described by gating functions αj and βj . In the case of the classical Hodgkin-Huxley model there is an activation
variable nK for the fast potassium current, as well as an activation variable mNa and an
inactivation variable hNa for the sodium current.
ṅK = αn (Vm )(1 − nK ) − βn (Vm )nK ,
ṁNa = αm (Vm )(1 − mNa ) − βm (Vm )mNa ,

(2.2)

ḣNa = αh (Vm )(1 − hNa ) − βh (Vm )hNa .
The current Ij is then given as the product between the maximal conductance ḡj , the
gating variables to a power of k and the voltage difference between the Nernst equilibrium
Ej and the membrane voltage Vm .
IK = ḡK n4K (Vm − EK ),
INa = ḡNa m3Na hNa (Vm − ENa ).

(2.3)

With their simple model, Hodgkin and Huxley were the first to simulate the generation of action potentials in neuronal cells. More recent models integrate additional
currents [Wang, 1998], describe different neuron types [McCormick and Pape, 1990, Destexhe et al., 1994a, Llinás and Steriade, 2006] and also consider the sophisticated morphology of neurons, that is modeled by compartmentalizing the neuron into multiple
circuits, that are then linked together [Traub et al., 1991, Traub et al., 2012].

2.2

Firing rate models

While detailed conductance based models are capable of generating output that closely
resembles that of individual cells as well as neuronal networks, they have one main
drawback, that is their complexity. Even small networks of a few thousand neurons
exceed the capacity of modern personal computers and require access to supercomputing
centers, severely limiting their applicability. There are situations, where this level of
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detail is required, e.g. synaptic plasticity requires an after hyperpolarization of the
dendrite through a back propagating action potential [Shouval et al., 2010, Carlson and
Giordano, 2011, Graupner and Brunel, 2012], however in most cases it is unnecessary.
There are generally two distinct simplification approaches. On one hand, the individual neuron model can be simplified. This includes lower dimensional reductions,
that preserve the general dynamical properties, e.g. the three dimensional HindmarshRose model [Hindmarsh and Rose, 1984] or the two dimensional Morris-Leclar [Morris
and Lecar, 1981] and FitzHugh-Nagumo [Fitzhugh, 1961] models. The most common
reduction is comprised by the integrate and fire neuron, that introduces a threshold at
which a spike, usually modeled by a delta function, is inserted followed by a reset of
the membrane voltage to a predefined value [Brunel et al., 2007, Izhikevich et al., 2004].
More recently map based approaches [Rulkov et al., 2004, Bazhenov et al., 2005, Lazar
et al., 2009] have been developed, that utilize discrete difference equations rather than
ordinary differential equations, greatly reducing the computational load.
On the other hand, the exact time course of every individual neuron might not
be relevant for the model. Especially the interaction between larger brain structures
depends on the overall firing rate of the neural population rather than activity of an
individual neuron [Buzsáki, 2006, Buzsáki and Lopes da Silva, 2012]. Additionally,
many physiological measurements such as the EEG, functional magnet resonance imaging
(fMRI) or local field potentials represent averaged quantities that are accumulated from
a large neuronal population rather than an individual neuron.
Here, rate models have show great success describing the activity of large neuronal
populations. There are different related approaches, that data back to the early work
of [Wilson and Cowan, 1973], [Amari, 1974], [Lopes da Silva et al., 1974], and [Nunez,
1974]. Instead of the membrane voltage of the individual neurons, they capture the
mean firing rate of a whole neural population, that is related to its averaged membrane
voltage.

2.3

Neural mass models

Neural mass models represent one of the different formulations of rate models. They are
a subtype of neural field models [Deco et al., 2008], that assume a spatial homogeneity
within the neuronal population, thus neglecting spatial extensions. Below the formalism
of neural mass models, that dates back to the work of [Lopes da Silva et al., 1974],
[Nunez, 1974], and more recently [Liley et al., 1999] is introduced. The main variable is
the average membrane voltage Vm , which is transformed into a firing rate via a sigmoidal
mapping [Jansen et al., 1993, Robinson et al., 1997]
Qk (Vk ) =

Qmax
k
.
1 + exp (−C(Vk − θk )/σk )

(2.4)

Here Qmax accounts for the maximal firing rate of the respective population, while θ
describes the firing rate threshold of the population and σ the slope or steepness of the
√
transition. C = π/ 3 acts as a scaling factor that relates the slope of the sigmoid
function to the standard deviation of its derivative.
Spikes travel along the axonal fibers to the dendrites of the target population. For a
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fixed axonal length, this can be described by a damped wave equation [Robinson et al.,
1997]

φ̈k = ν 2 Qk (Vk ) − φk + v 2 52 φk − 2ν φ̇k ,

(2.5)

that is related to the corresponding cable equation. Here v describes the mean axonal
conduction speed and ν the product of v and the mean inverse length of the axons [SteynRoss et al., 2005]. However, as neural mass models average over spatial extensions the
spatial derivate can be omitted and the time evolution of the incoming spike rate φk
simplifies to
φ̈k = ν 2 (Qk (Vk ) − φk ) − 2ν φ̇k ,

(2.6)

Note that this is equivalent to the convolution of the firing rate with an alpha function
αν representing the average axonal conduction delay
φk = αν (t) ⊗ Qk ,

αν (t) = ν 2 t exp(−νt).

For local connections within a neural population ν  1 holds true and the alpha function
approaches the δ-distribution. In that case φk can be replaced by the instantaneous firing
rate Qk (Vk ).
As second order differential equations are generally difficult to handle, they are usually split into two first oder differential equations by introduction of an additional variable
φ̇k = yk ,
ẏk = ν 2 (Qk (Vk ) − φk ) − 2νyk .

(2.7)

At the dendrites incoming spikes elicit transmitter release into the synaptic cleft.
The fraction of open synaptic channels slk , can be described by a convolution with an
alpha function αl , that represents the average response to a single spike [Tuckwell, 1988].
slk =

X

αl (t) ⊗ Nkk0 φk0 ,

αl (t) = γl2 t exp(−γl t).

k0 to k

The sum is over all spikes from sources k 0 that emerge at the synapses type l of
population k, scaled by Nkk0 that accounts for the mean number of synaptic connections
originating from presynaptic population k 0 to postsynaptic population k. The inverse
rise time γl determines the shape of the response. Similarly to (2.6) the convolution
integral can be transformed into a second order differential equation:
!
s̈lk = γl2

X

Nkk0 φk0 − slk

− 2γl ṡlk .

(2.8)

k0 to k

Please note, that the alpha function is often written differently as
αl = Γl γl exp(−γl t).

(2.9)

There, Γl covers the amplitude of the synaptic response, which allows for a better fit
of the synaptic response to experimental measurements. However, while this suggests
a more physiological description this notation has two disadvantages. First, it breaks
the symmetry of Eq. (2.8) and second it can be shown, that only the full product of
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Γl γl Nkk0 Qk0 determines the amplitude of the overall synaptic response, resulting in an
over-parametrization of the model. Therefore, the formulation of Eq. (2.6) has been
chosen, absorbing the scaling of the synaptic response function into the connectivities.
The majority of neural mass models determines the EEG signal by directly summing
up the synaptic inputs slk [Jansen et al., 1993, David and Friston, 2003, Moran et al.,
2007, Ursino et al., 2010, Bhattacharya et al., 2011]. This is based on the assumption
that there is an equilibrium state, the system is always close to [Wilson and Cowan,
1973, Robinson et al., 1997], resulting in a linear approximation of the neuronal response
to synaptic input, that treats inputs independently from the state of the system. However, for larger oscillations and events like evoked potentials or slow oscillations, this
assumption is invalid.
A generalization was presented by [Liley et al., 1999, Liley et al., 2002] with the
introduction of a weighting function Ψ, that scales the inputs with respect to the state the
population is in. A comparison with the detailed Hodgkin-Huxley type models presented
in Section 2.1 reveals that the scaling function is indeed a normalized formulation of the
driving term (Vk − El ) utilized in Eq. (2.3). Consequently, the Liley model can be
rewritten with respect to physiological conventions from the conductance based models,
leading to a formulation that exemplifies its similarity with the conductance based models
Hodgkin-Huxley and provides a close link to physiology. The evolution of the mean
membrane voltage of population k then follows
τk V̇k = −(Vk − ELk ) −

X

gl slk (Vk − El ).

(2.10)

l

Here, g depicts the weight and E the Nernst potentials of the respective channel. Note
that in contrast to the Hodgkin-Huxley model, g does not carry the unit of a conductance.
To better discriminate between the two we denote the physical contuctances with ḡ. The
spike generating currents IK and INa from Eq. (2.1) have been replaced by the firing rate
function Eq. (2.4), reducing the computational load significantly.

2.4

Limitations

The fundamental assumption of the neural mass models presented in Section 2.3 is the
mapping between firing rate and the average membrane voltage of the neural population
given in Eq. (2.4). While this assumption is valid for most cases, there are notable
exceptions, with spike-frequency adaptation (SFA) and bursting modes being the most
prominent ones [Fuhrmann et al., 2002, Contreras et al., 1992].
SFA occurs due to a slow negative feedback, that reduces the excitability of the
neuron. Physiologically there are three distinct mechanisms that cause SFA [Benda
and Herz, 2003]. The first is the partial inactivation of the spike generating sodium
channels thus reducing spiking activity [Fleidervish et al., 1996]. The other mechanisms
are based on the activation of slow hyperpolarizing currents either due to the increase in
membrane voltage (M-type currents) [Brown and Adams, 1980, Pospischil et al., 2008] or
through the change in certain ion concentrations (A-type currents) [Madison and Nicoll,
1984, Compte et al., 2003].
Next to tonic firing, bursting is one of the fundamental firing modes observed in
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vivo. During a burst, a neuron generates a short series of spikes, that is followed by
a prolonged period of quiescence. That behavior is usually achieved by the interaction
between a fast spiking and a slow adaptive current, that modulates the spiking, and
is associated with synchronization of neural populations and the generation of motor
patterns. A special case are thalamic relay neurons, where the fast spiking is generated
through deinactivation of T -type calcium currents, that are then inactivated by the
generated activity [Huguenard and McCormick, 1992, Destexhe et al., 1996b], but also
have a slow anomalous rectifier current, that modulates the amplitude [Destexhe et al.,
1996a].
While slow adaptive currents are intrinsic mechanisms that depend on the activity
of the respective individual neuron, they greatly affect population dynamics, which is
exemplified by slow oscillatory activity in the cortex or spindle activity in the thalamus.

2.5

Hybrid models

A possible approach to overcome the limitations of neural mass models depicted above is
the so called hybrid approach. There, one combines the neural masses with the respective
adaptation mechanisms. This is enabled by the slow timescale those processes usually
act upon, so that one can assume a certain level of homogeneity across the population.
The first hybrid model that investigated the effect of firing rate adaptation on a
neural mass model was developed by [Ardekani et al., 2005, Molaee-Ardekani et al., 2007]
to study anesthesia. They included different potassium channels, that were dependent
on the firing rate of the excitatory population. A high firing rate would increase the
gating variable of the respective adaptation current, leading to negative feedback via
the ensuring hyperpolarization of the population. Importantly, while the adaptation
currents were taken from a detailed Hodgkin-Huxley model, their activation was solely
dependent on the firing rate of the population which is the natural variable of neutral
mass models.
Similarly burst-like activity can be achieved by the inclusion of additional mechanisms. This was illustrated in a previous neural mass model of spindle activity [Żygierewicz, 2000, Żygierewicz et al., 2001], that featured both bursting through T-type
calcium currents as well as firing rate adaptation through activity dependent potassium
currents. Finally, in [Langdon, 2012] the authors arrive at a Hodgkin-Huxley-type extension of their population model of thalamic burst activity, which has been derived from
integrate-and-fire-or-burst neurons.

2.6

Bifurcation analysis

Bifurcation theory describes the qualitative changes in the dynamics of a given dynamical system as model parameters are varied. These changes are directly related to the
topological structure of the underlying phase space. As bifurcation theory is a braod
topic of ongoing research, this section can only be a brief introduction. For more detailed discussions on dynamical systems and bifurcation theory please see [Kuznetsov,
1998] and [Izhikevich, 2007, Ermentrout and Terman, 2010] for direct applications to
neuroscience.
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A bifurcation is defined as the point where the system transitions from one dynamic
mode into another one under the change of one or more parameters. This is closely related
to the equilibria of the dynamical system and the qualitative change of its eigenvalues
at those equilibria. An equilibrium point P is defined as f˙(P ) = 0 with f denoting
the ODEs describing the dynamical system. It is considered stable when there is a
surrounding U (P ) of P so that the system stays within U (P ) for all t ∈ [0, ∞]. It can be
shown that an equilibrium is only stable, when all eigenvalues have a negative real part
[Lyapunov, 1892, Kuznetsov, 1998].The definition of stability also includes trajectories
that stay in the vicinity of P . If there exists a closed trajectory, it is called a limit cycle.
This is the case if the imaginary part of the eigenvalues is nonzero.

Figure 2.2: Bifurcation analysis of the Hodgkin-Huxley Model This figure illustrates
the bifurcation structure of the Hodgkin-Huxley model discussed in Section 2.1 with respect
to the input current Iext . The left panel shows the bifurcation analysis with the two Hopf
bifurcations leading to the existence of a limit cycle. The amplitude of the limit cycles is depicted
in green, whereas the blue line marks the unstable limit cycles, that separate the attractors of the
stable states. The upper right panel depicts the outcome of a simulation of the Hodgkin-Huxley
neuron given the input current in the lower right panel.

The transition between a stable equilibrium point and a limit cycle is marked by
the famous Hopf bifurcation [Hopf, 1942]. It is responsible for the tonic excitation often
seen in neurons. In Fig. 2.2 the bifurcation analysis of the Hodgkin-Huxley neuron with
respect to the input current is shown. It depicts two Hopf bifurcations between which
the neuron generates continuous spiking. The amplitude of those oscillations is given by
the green line in the left panel of Fig. 2.2. A comparison with a numerical simulation
of the Hodgkin-Huxley neuron in the upper right panel illustrates the match between
the bifurcation analysis and the behavior of the model. Other important bifurcations
include the saddle-node bifurcation, where two equilibria coalesce and vanish, or the cusp
bifurcation that marks the emergence of two saddle-nodes.

2.7

Stochastic differential equations

Every naturally occurring process is subject to some form of random fluctuations. Depending on the strength of those fluctuations and the type of ongoing process, these
fluctuations might have a great effect on the systems behavior [Adomian, 1990, Gardiner,
2004, Miller et al., 2005, Sauer, 2012]. Early work on developing a mathematically rigorous theory of stochastic differential equations (SDEs) dates back to Itô [Itô, 1944, Itô,
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1951, Itô, 1984] and Stratonovich [Stratonovich, 1966, Stratonovich, 1967], which has
since been heavily investigated.
Stochasticity plays a crucial role for dynamical systems as it enriches the dynamical
repertoire of a model compared to the deterministic case, where the system is fully defined
by its parameters and the resulting bifurcation structure. Due to stochastic input it is
possible that the system may be pushed beyond a bifurcation leading to new behavior.

Figure 2.3: Stochasticity in the Hodgkin-Huxley Model. While the neuron is in a stable
equilibrium state, stochastic input is able to push it into the attractor of the coexisting limit
cycle. Afterwards the stochastic input leads to the transition back to the stable equilibrium.

This is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. There, the Hodgkin-Huxley neuron from Section 2.1 is
at Iext = 6.5 where the stable limit cycle from the subcritical Hopf bifurcation coexists
with the stable equilibrium. The neuron receives stochastic input during the intervals
t ∈ [0.25s, 0.75s] and t ∈ [1.25s, 1.75s] resulting in occasional switching between the
stable states. As shown later in Chapter 3 this might play a crucial role for the cortical
dynamics during NREM sleep.
Table 2.1: Generic Butcher tableau of the SRK method
c(0)

A(0)
αT

B (0)

c(1)

(1) T

β (2)

β

T

In this work stochasticity enters the neural mass models in the form of additive white
noise. Therefore, the classical Runge-Kutta scheme [Runge, 1895, Kutta, 1901, Butcher,
1963, Butcher, 1987] usually utilized to iterate the ordinary differential equations has
to be extended to the stochastic Runge-Kutta (SRK) method [Burrage and Burrage,
1996, Honeycutt, 1992, Hernandez and Spigler, 1993, Rößler, 2004, Bastani and Hosseini,
2007, Rößler, 2009, Küpper et al., 2011]. Following [Rößler, 2010], the generic RungeKutta iteration of strong order 1.5 of the stochastic differential equations for additive
white noise is given by an extended butcher tableau shown in Table 2.1, leading to the
following equation
Yn+1 = Yn +

s
X

(0)
αi hn ki

+

m X
s 
X

i=1

l=1 i=1


(0)

ki


(1)
(2)
(1)
βi Il + βi Il,0 /hn gl (tn + ci hn ),

(0)

= f tn + ci hn , Yn +

s
X
j=1

(0)

(0)

Aij hn kj +

m X
s
X
l=1 j=1


I
l,0 
(0)
(1)
,
Bij gl (tn + cj hn )
hn

with the independent noise terms Ik and Il,0 defined as
Il = ξl ,

√
√
Il,0 = hn (Il + ζl / 3)/2 = hn (ξl + ζl / 3)/2.
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Here, ξi and ζi are N (0, hn ) distributed increments of two independent Wiener processes. For the classic fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme the coefficients may be set to:
Table 2.2: Butcher tableau of the fourth order SRK method
0
0.5
0.5
1

2.8

0.5
0
0
1/6

0.5
0
1/3

1
1/3

1/6

1.5
0
0
1

1.5
0
0

0
0

0

1
2
0
0
1

-1

0

0

Computational methods and documentation

All models were implemented in C++ and run within MATLAB R2015a with a step size
of 0.1ms. The simulation routines are available at github https://github.com/miscco.
Each model has its own repository, that also contains the plotting routines for the figures
depicted in the individual publications:
• Cortex model:

https://github.com/miscco/NM_Cortex

• Thalamus model:

https://github.com/miscco/NM_Thalamus

• Thalamocortical model:

https://github.com/miscco/NM_TC

• Sleep regulation model:

https://github.com/miscco/NM_Cortex_SR

Additionally, the full model descriptions are given in Chapter A, with a description
of the symbols and their numerical values in Chapter B. For the bifurcation analysis, the
ode files for xppaut are included in Chapter C.
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Chapter 3

Cortical Slow Oscillations and
K-Complexes
This chapter is devoted to the generation of KCs and SOs in a neural mass model. First,
a short overview over previous conductance based models of the sleeping cortex is given.
The second section introduces previous neural mass approaches at modeling the cortex,
with a special emphasize on sleep/anesthesia. In the third section, the hybrid model
that was presented in [Weigenand et al., 2014] is introduced. The final section analyses
the cortical dynamics during NREM sleep and illustrates the ability of the model to
reproduce sleep EEG to a high degree.

3.1

Conductance based models of the sleeping cortex

As discussed in Section 1.3, different mechanisms have been proposed to explain the
periodic alteration the active and the silent state during cortical KCs and SOs. Previous
studies employing detailed Hodgkin-Huxley model focused mainly on miniature postsynaptic currents, induced by spontaneous release of neurotransmitters during silent states
[Timofeev et al., 2000, Bazhenov et al., 2002, Compte et al., 2003, Chauvette et al.,
2010]. However, spontaneous activity in layer V intrinsically bursting neurons [SanchezVives et al., 2010], self-sustained asynchronous irregular activity in layer V [Destexhe,
2009], and intrinsic oscillatory mechanisms in thalamocortical neurons [Hughes et al.,
2002, Crunelli et al., 2011] were investigated. In all of the above scenarios subthreshold synaptic inputs are summed up leading to spontaneous action potential generation.
Once a sufficient number of action potentials was initiated, spiking activities propagates
along the entire population of neurons via dense lateral excitatory connections, initiating
a cortical active state.
While the generation of the active state is clearly of synaptic origin, the mechanisms
underlying its termination are less understood. Early modeling approaches indicate firing
rate adaptation to lead to the termination of the active stat [Compte et al., 2003, Benita
et al., 2012]. However, recent experimental results revealed that the downward transition
(from the active to the silent state) in cortical networks is often better synchronized than
the upward transition (from the silent to the active state), and shows no latency bias
for any location or cell type [Volgushev et al., 2006]. This in vivo result could not be
explained by existing models [Timofeev et al., 2000, Compte et al., 2003, Hill and Tononi,
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2004], and suggested that synaptic inhibition might also be involved in the downward
transition during SOs [Benita et al., 2012, Chen et al., 2012]. Recently it was shown that
the normal pattern of the neocortical SO requires thalamic inputs to better synchronize
activity across large cortical areas [Lemieux et al., 2014].

3.2

Neural mass models of the cortex

Based on the cortical architecture described in Section 1.2 the simplest realization of
a cortical neural mass model compromises a pyramidal population responsible for the
generation of the EEG and an inhibitory population that ensures stability. Incidentally
the first neural mass models exhibited that exact configuration [Wilson and Cowan, 1973,
Lopes da Silva et al., 1974, Jansen et al., 1993, Robinson et al., 1997, Liley et al., 1999,
Steyn-Ross et al., 1999]. Later these models where extended to incorporate excitatory
feedback loops through the spiny stellate cells, that amplifies cortical activity but also
leads to a more realistic EEG signal [Jansen and Rit, 1995, Wendling et al., 2000, David
et al., 2004, David et al., 2005, Moran et al., 2007, Sotero et al., 2010]. Finally, the
inclusion of a fast inhibitory feedback loop through a fast inhibitory population has been
shown to lead to consistent gamma band oscillations in the cortical model [Wendling
et al., 2002, Moran et al., 2007, Moran et al., 2009, Ursino et al., 2010].
Historically wakefulness has been the main focus for population based models. Surprisingly, early approaches on other states of vigilance focused on anesthesia rather than
natural sleep. Steyn-Ross et al. investigated the effect of general anesthetics on the
steady state of a cortical neural mass model [Steyn-Ross et al., 1999]. Assuming a modulation of inhibitory synaptic time scales through the anesthetic agent, they found multiple stable states of the cortical neural mass and investigated spatial coherence and phase
transitions in the system [Steyn-Ross et al., 2001, Steyn-Ross et al., 2003, Steyn-Ross
et al., 2004, Wilson et al., 2010]. A similar approach was followed by other groups manipulating firing rates, inhibitory synaptic responses as well as synaptic efficacy through
anesthetic agents [Bojak and Liley, 2005, Foster et al., 2008, Liley et al., 2011, Bojak
et al., 2013, Liley and Walsh, 2013], also investigating a connection to the generation of
seizures [Liley and Bojak, 2005]. Extending their work on anesthetics, Steyn-Ross et al.
considered the effect of neuromodulators on excitatory connections and resting potential, finding bistability similar to the anesthetized cortex [Steyn-Ross et al., 2005, Wilson
et al., 2006a]. Importantly the lower stable state showed excitability, that resembled KCs
and SOs [Wilson et al., 2006b]. A spatially extended model allowed the investigation of
emerging spatial patterns and their interaction with the intrinsic dynamics [Steyn-Ross
et al., 2007, Steyn-Ross et al., 2009, Steyn-Ross et al., 2011, Steyn-Ross et al., 2013].
Similarly Robinson et al. investigated thalamocortical dynamics and the influence
of synaptic gains on the dominant oscillatory frequencies. They could identify different
parameter regimes, that corresponded to various oscillatory regimes [Robinson et al.,
2002, Robinson et al., 2003, Robinson et al., 2004, Robinson et al., 2005, Breakspear
et al., 2006, Kerr et al., 2008, Robinson et al., 2011, Roberts and Robinson, 2012].
However, while their approach is able to generate oscillations with different dominant
frequencies, these oscillations are solely of synaptic origin leading to certain drawbacks.
First, the amplitude of the oscillations does not change significantly between the wake
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and the sleep regimes, which is in strong contrast to experimental data. Second, they
generate continuous oscillations that does not reflect the event-like character of many
sleep related phenomena e.g. KCs and thalamic spindle oscillations.
Recently the effect of firing rate adaptation was studied by [Loxley and Robinson,
2007], although not in the context of sleep. They investigated possible alterations of
the firing rate function with respect to the maximal firing rate and the firing threshold.
They could show, that this behavior leads to the emergence of limit cycle oscillations.
However, in contrast to experimental data these limit cycle oscillations are highly regular
and persistent, i.e. they could not generate isolated events in the sense of KCs or the
high variability of SOs during NREM sleep.
The first hybrid model that investigated the effect of firing rate adaptation on a
neural mass model was developed by [Ardekani et al., 2005, Molaee-Ardekani et al., 2007]
to study anesthesia. They included different potassium channels, that were dependent
on the firing rate of the excitatory population. However, their approach had different
drawback. First, they utilize a classical neural mass approach based solely on the synaptic
drive. As discussed in Section 2.3 this is only possible if the model is always close to the
equilibrium, which however is not a valid assumption for anesthesia or sleep. Second,
they included multiple currents into their approach, increasing the complexity of the
model substantially and preventing a detailed analysis.

3.3

Hybrid approach

As discussed in Section 3.1 the transition into the down state is mainly of intrinsic origin
due to firing rate adaptation. Therefore, it is not necessary to address the full layered
structure of the cortex that was discussed in Section 1.2 and the model is restricted to the
simplest case of a two population model. As the intrinsic current requires the calculation
of the membrane voltage and during KCs and SOs the model is far from equilibrium, the
Liley formulation [Liley et al., 1999], discussed in detail in Section 2.3, was chosen. Here,
the excitatory population represents pyramidal (p) neurons in layer 5, accompanied by
a generic inhibitory population (i). The ensuing connectivity is depicted in Fig. 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Connectivity of the Cortex. The two populations are all to all coupled. In
addition to intrinsic activity both populations receive background noise from unspecified brain
structures. Circles indicate excitatory synapses, butts inhibitory synapses.

As discussed above in Section 3.2 the abstract approach on spike frequency adaptation
by [Loxley and Robinson, 2007] leads to highly regular limit cycle oscillations, that
do not resemble KCs or SOs. Therefore, an current based hybrid approach similar to
[Ardekani et al., 2005] was chosen. For the sake of simplicity, synaptic depression and
other candidate mechanisms for additive feedback, like calcium dependent potassium
currents are neglected. Following the results from [Compte et al., 2003] and [Benita
et al., 2012] the pyramidal population is extended with a sodium dependent potassium
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current
IKNa = ḡKNa
1+

0.37

3.5 (Vp − EK ),
38.7
[Na]

(3.1)

˙ = (αNa Qp (Vp ) − Napump ([Na]))/τNa
[Na]
Sodium influx responsible for the activation of IKNa results from either spiking activity or through persistent INaP currents. It is not explicitly modeled, but assumed to
be proportional to the firing rate Qp . The coefficient αNa can then be interpreted as the
average sodium influx per spike. Extrusion of sodium is due to an active pump [Wang
et al., 2003], which is detailed in Section A.1. The adaptation currents are primarily
found in excitatory pyramidal cells and less so in inhibitory interneurons, which justifies
the restriction of the parameter changes to the excitatory population. In analogy to
the Hodgkin-Huxley model the current is connected to the pyramidal membrane voltage
by a membrane capacity Cm leading to the following equations for the evolution of the
membrane voltages of the cortical module
−1
τp IKNa (Vp , [Na]),
τp V̇p = −ILp (Vp ) − IAMPA (Vp , sep ) − IGABA (Vp , sep ) − Cm

τi V̇i = −ILi (Vi ) − IAMPA (Vi , sei ) − IGABA (Vi , sgi ).

(3.2)

It is important to note. that this approach is qualitatively different to changes in
the firing rate function, as utilized by [Molaee-Ardekani et al., 2007] and [Loxley and
Robinson, 2007]. Gradually switching between two firing rates alters the overall shape
of the sigmoid function in a multiplicative activity-dependent manner, whereas in this
study an additive threshold modulation is employed.

3.4

Results

In the following section a bifurcation analysis is conducted, to analyze the dynamic
repertoire of the cortical model and identify the resulting dynamic regimes. Importantly,
while the bifurcation analysis is conducted in the noise free deterministic case, stochastic
input is able to push the model from one regime into the other, if the parameters are
chosen sufficiently close to the bifurcation. Therefore, the analysis provides the repertoire
of possible modes, whereas the corresponding response to external stimuli as well as the
behavior during the numerical simulations are captured in the following sections.
Later the effect of external stimulation on the generating mechanisms of KCs and
slow oscillatory activity is investigated. Based on those findings the ability of the model
to reproduce the EEG of sleep stages N2 and N3 is illustrated.

3.4.1

Dynamical structure

In order to characterize the dynamic repertoire of the cortical model a numerical bifurcation analysis of the noise-free system was conducted. The qualitative behavior of the
model was most sensitive to changes in the inverse gain, σp , of the pyramidal population
and the strength of the firing rate adaptation, ḡKNa .
Incidentally, both parameters are known to be susceptible to neuromodulation, that
changes the properties of neuronal populations over the sleep/wake cycle. Consequently,
σp and ḡKNa were chosen as bifurcation parameters.
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Figure 3.2: Bifurcation diagram of the cortex with respect to ḡKNa and σp . Overview
over dynamic regimes of the cortical model, obtained via numerical bifurcation analysis of the
cortex with respect to σp and ḡKNa . Hopf bifurcations are drawn in red, while the black line
depicts saddle-node bifurcations. The bottom gray line marks the intersection of Hopf and saddle
curves, the top gray line the cusp bifurcation, where two saddle nodes coalesce. The labels N2
and N3 represent parameter settings used within this study for the respective sleep stages, as
given in Table 3.2. Regions I-VI are described in the text and Table 3.1 (Parameters as in Table
Table B.3).

As can be seen in Fig. 3.2 the dynamics of the system is shaped by two bifurcations.
The first one is a fold created by two saddle node bifurcations (black), that vanishes
in a cusp. Between the two saddle nodes there are three equilibrium states, leading to
bistability or excitability, see Fig. 3.3a or Fig. 3.3b. This is in good agreement with
previous analyses on stable states of the cortex [Steyn-Ross et al., 2005, Touboul et al.,
2011, Robinson et al., 2011], as in the case of a fixed sodium concentration IKNa is
constant, and an increase in ḡKNa acts as a decrease in resting potential.
The second bifurcation is a Hopf arising at the upper stable branch (red), that is
generated by the firing rate adaptation. Importantly, there is also a canard explosion,
where the small amplitude limit cycle of the Hopf bifurcation transitions into a highamplitude relaxation cycle. The canard phenomenon was first described by [Benoît
et al., 1981] and later by [Krupa and Szmolyan, 2001, Szmolyan and Wechselberger,
2001, Wechselberger, 2005]. It is typical for systems where fast and slow subsystems
interact and has already been described for different cases of firing adaptation in neurons
[Guckenheimer et al., 1997, Gigante et al., 2007, Kopell et al., 2010, Curtu and Rubin,
2011, Rotstein et al., 2012]. The relaxation cycle vanishes at the left saddle-node via
a homoclinic bifurcation. At the cusp both saddle nodes coalesce and the homoclinic
bifurcation turns into a second Hopf point.
Based on those bifurcations on can define multiple dynamical regimes, see Table 3.1
for a short overview. Within region I a single stable state exists at depolarized membrane
voltages where the cortex shows relatively high activity (see Fig. 3.3). Especially for small
values of ḡKNa even large excitatory and inhibitory inputs only cause a passive response.
A switch to the lower branch of the S-shaped curve in Fig. 3.3 (region IV, silent state) is
not possible. Because of these properties the waking brain is assumed to operate within
this regime.
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Table 3.1: Dynamic regimes of the cortical module
Region
I
II
III
IV
V
VI

dynamical properties
single active state
limit cycles
limit cycles and relaxation cycles
single silent state
bistability
excitability

Overview over the different dynamical regimes, of the cortical model.

When crossing the curve of saddles to region V two new fixed points appear (see also
Fig. 3.3a). The system becomes bistable, with a stable active and silent state. Positive
and negative inputs can cause a switching between the two stable branches. A further
increase in ḡKNa turns the upper branch (active state) unstable. However, within region
VI there are still multiple equilibria leaving the system excitable. Here a stimulus can
produce a large positive response, which was previously thought to be responsible for the
generation of KCs as well as SOs [Wilson et al., 2005]. Only after the second saddle node
is crossed the upper two equilibria vanish and a single stable state remains. This state
is characterized by hyperpolarized membrane voltages leading to a quiescent cortex.

Figure 3.3: One-dimensional bifurcation diagrams for different gain levels. Low
gain corresponds to high values of σp . Thick black lines depict stable fixed points, dashed
lines unstable fixed points and green lines stable periodic solutions. The gray dashed lines
mark bifurcations and separate the different regimes. (a) Two saddle-node bifurcations lead to
excitability in region VI and bistability in region V. (b) A Hopf bifurcation appears (between I
and III) in addition to the two saddle-nodes. The initial small amplitude limit cycle transitions
into a high-amplitude relaxation cycle via a canard explosion. The high-amplitude periodic
solutions vanish at the left saddle-node via a homoclinic bifurcation. The period of the relaxation
oscillations goes to infinity as one approaches the homoclinic bifurcation.(c) Only the Hopf
bifurcation remains, after the saddle nodes disappeared via a cusp bifurcation. Within region II
there is no canard anymore. Parameters as in Table B.3.
Region III is characterized by periodic limit cycles or relaxation oscillations and,
hence, high rhythmicity. The initial Hopf bifurcation is accompanied by a canard explosion: due to an exponentially small variation of the bifurcation parameter an abrupt
transition from a medium-amplitude limit cycle to a high-amplitude relaxation cycle can
take place. The corresponding one-dimensional bifurcation diagram is shown in Fig. 3.3b.
The periodic solutions vanish at the left saddle-node via a homoclinic bifurcation, and
the period of the relaxation oscillations goes to infinity as one approaches the homoclinic
bifurcation.
Additionally, with increasing σp the amplitude of the limit cycle increases and ap-
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proaches the form of relaxation oscillations. This explains the similarity between the
limit cycles and relaxation oscillations. Both are shaped by the same homoclinic orbit.
At the cusp the two saddle nodes vanish and the homoclinic bifurcation turns into
a second Hopf point. Without the homoclinic bifurcation there is no canard anymore.
Therefore, in region II above the cusp bifurcation only limit cycles remain, illustrated in
Fig. 3.3c, leading to high-amplitude oscillations.

3.4.2

Response to perturbations

While the bifurcation analysis provides the basic repertoire of the unperturbed model,
its responsiveness with respect to perturbations, e.g. external stimuli or background
noise, is crucial for its behavior. As mentioned before, within region I the cortex shows
only a passive response. However, this changes for larger values of ḡKNa , i.e. closer to
the curve of Hopf points (red line in Fig. 3.2, separating region I from II and III).

Figure 3.4: Response of the noise-free cortex to artificial stimuli. Excitatory bursts
of 50 ms duration were applied to both populations. The spike rate of the stimuli φstim varies
uniformly from 5 Hz (dark blue) to 100 Hz (dark red). The stimulus is shown in grey. (a)
Bifurcation parameters are set to the mark N2 close to region III (see Table 3.2). There, a
canard explosion leads to large amplitude responses that qualitatively resemble a typical evoked
KC with its P200, N550 and P900 components. (b) Parameters are set to mark N3, so that the
cortex is beyond the cusp close to region II (see Table 3.2). The canard vanished, leading to an
even increase in the amplitude of the response.

There, the system is under the influence of the canard phenomenon and positive as
well as negative inputs may cause a reverse spike due to a canard explosion, resembling
a KC. Additionally, close to the curve of Hopf points the stable active state turns into
a stable focus, i.e. the system behaves like a damped oscillator upon perturbation. In
Fig. 3.4a the response to artificial stimuli φstim of varying strength is shown, when the
cortex is set close to the Hopf bifurcation between region I and III.
Table 3.2: Cortical parameter configurations
Symbol
σp
ḡKNa

N2
4.6
1.33

N3
6.7
2

Unit
mV
mS/cm2

Description
inverse neural gain
adaptation strength

This table depicts the chosen parameter configurations of sleep stages N2 and N3 for the isolated
cortical model.

Stimuli of low strength lead to damped oscillations whose amplitudes are considerably
larger than during the wake state but smaller than KCs or SOs. However, as the strength
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of the stimuli increases the system is pushed into the canard explosion and the amplitude
of the response increases rapidly. While in Fig. 3.4a there seems to be a threshold
separating the two types of responses, it is actually a smooth transition given sufficiently
small increases in stimulation strength.
On the other hand during slow wave sleep, the model is beyond the cusp bifurcation.
As in that regime the canard has vanished in the cusp bifurcation, there is no canard
explosion anymore. Consequently, increasing the strength of the stimulus leads to a more
or less linear increase in the response of the cortex. This is in good agreement with slow
wave activity, that is not distinguishable from the ongoing low amplitude background
activity.

3.4.3

Reproduction of sleep EEG

We assume the canard explosion described above to be responsible for the generation
of KCs during sleep stage N2. Importantly, this requires the cortex to be in the active
state close to the Hopf bifurcation to region III, rather than being in the silent down
state, which is in good agreement with multiple studies who report that during SWS of
naturally sleeping animals more time is spent in up states than in down states [Steriade
et al., 2001, Destexhe et al., 1999, Timofeev et al., 2001b, Chauvette et al., 2011, Ji and
Wilson, 2006, Vyazovskiy et al., 2009].

Figure 3.5: Comparison of human EEG with model output in regime N2. Qualitative comparison of (a) human EEG data of sleep stage N2 from electrode Cz with (b) the
isolated cortical module in regime N2 (region IV in the bifurcation diagram in Fig. 3.2). The
traces illustrate the medium-amplitude background oscillations and the stereotypical shape of
spontaneous KCs at the EEG level. The model-KC is noise induced and represents a single
relaxation cycle. An evoked KC in the noise-free case is shown in Fig. 3.4a. Model output is
excitatory membrane voltage Vp , and both time series are z-scored (Parameters as in Table 3.2).

In Fig. 3.5 a comparison of experimental EEG data from sleep stage N2 with the
model output in the N2 configuration from Table 3.2 is shown. There, the cortex is in
the up state and shows the expected noise-driven medium-amplitude background oscillations Fig. 3.5. In addition, rare outliers in the background noise may push the model into
large-amplitude deflections that closely resemble KCs seen in human EEG. The stochasticity involved in the generation of the KCs is in good agreement with the dynamics
seen experimentally during sleep stage N2, where the medium-amplitude background
oscillations are suddenly interrupted by large amplitude KCs. Similar to the data the
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KCs in the model can show a single pronounced peak or a prolonged down state.
Close to the Hopf, an increase of the inverse gain, σp , leads to an increase in the
amplitude of the background oscillations and they approach the shape of a relaxation
cycle. Beyond the cusp the canard vanishes and isolated events in the sense of KCs are
not possible anymore (see Fig. 3.4b). We hypothesize that during sleep stage N3 the
cortex is beyond the cusp in region I close to the Hopf bifurcation to region II.
This behavior is well reflected in what is seen during sleep stage N3, where SOs appear
as large amplitude oscillations, that are not separated from the ongoing background
activity. Furthermore, it explains the high similarity between KCs and SOs, as they are
both shaped by the same homoclinic orbit. In Fig. 3.6 a representative time series is
shown with the parameters given in Table 3.2. There the cortex shows high amplitude
oscillations around 0.8 Hz. In contrast to the N2 stage, the cortex does not produce KCs
in the sense of isolated events that differ from the background oscillations. Rather, the
response increases until it approaches the form of a KC, depending on the strength of
the perturbation.

Figure 3.6: Comparison of human EEG with model output in regime N3. Qualitative
comparison of (a) human EEG data of sleep stage N3 from electrode Cz with (b) the isolated
cortical module in regime N3 (region I in the bifurcation diagram in Fig. 3.2). As the system is
close to the Hopf bifurcation noise leads to quasiperiodic oscillations around the stable focus (up
state). Large amplitude oscillations resemble KCs as both are shaped by the same homoclinic
orbit. The model output is excitatory membrane voltage Vp , and both time series are z-scored
(Parameters as in Table 3.2).

Together these findings give rise to a new interpretation of the sleep/wake transition.
At the transition to sleep stage N2, the cortex approaches the Hopf bifurcation close
to region III, which shifts the EEG trace to higher amplitudes and lower frequencies
compared to wake activity. By virtue of a canard explosion this background activity
is then interrupted by single, isolated relaxation cycles. As sleep deepens further, the
cortex follows the route depicted in Fig. 3.2, while the amplitude of the background
oscillations increases and ultimately approaches the form of a KC.
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Chapter 4

Thalamic spindle oscillations
This chapter covers the generation of thalamic sleep spindles during NREM sleep in a
neural mass model, that was published in [Schellenberger Costa et al., 2016b]. Similar
to the previous work on cortical KCs and SOs in Chapter 3, this is accomplished by
incorporating additional intrinsic mechanisms into the respective neural populations.In
the first section a short overview over previous conductance based models of spindle
generation is given. The second section then covers previous neural mass models of thalamocortical interaction mainly during wakefulness but also initial attempts at modeling
sleep. Based on these findings, the hybrid model is presented in the third section. The
fourth section analyses the dynamic repertoire of the model and investigates the different
oscillatory modes the thalamus exhibits. Finally, the fifth section combines the cortical
and thalamic neural mass models to close the thalamocortical loop and validate the full
model against experimental EEG data from a stimulation study in humans.

4.1

Conductance based models of spindle generation

As discussed in Section 1.5, experimental data suggests a thalamic origin for sleep spindles [Morison and Bassett, 1945, Steriade and Deschênes, 1984, Contreras and Steriade,
1996, Timofeev and Steriade, 1996].
Early detailed Hodgkin-Huxley model focused on the generating mechanisms of spindle rhythmicity through low threshold spikes in RE neurons [Steriade et al., 1990, Destexhe et al., 1994a, Destexhe et al., 1994b, Destexhe et al., 1996b, Bazhenov et al., 1999],
demonstrating the contribution of T-type clacium currents to the generation of LTSs.
This was then expanded to the interaction between TC and RE cells [Destexhe et al.,
1996a, Bazhenov et al., 1998b, Bazhenov et al., 1998a, Destexhe et al., 1998b, Bazhenov
et al., 2000, Destexhe and Sejnowski, 2003]. They found that spindle oscillations were
initiated in the RE cells, that then projected inhibitory input to the thalamic relay cells.
The ensuing depolarization of the TC cells would lead to deinactivation of the T-type
calcium currents and initiate a LTS in the thalamic relay cells.
The waxing and waning structure of spindle oscillations is regulated by the Ih currents, in the TC cells [Destexhe and Mainen, 1994, Destexhe et al., 1996a], as this
counteracts the hyperpolarization necessary for the LTSs and finally leads to the end of
the spindle oscillations in the TC cells. Later, excitation of the RE neurons then triggers
the next cycle of spindle oscillations. Finally cortical feedback was considered regarding
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the synchronization of the spindle oscillations [Destexhe et al., 1998a, Bazhenov et al.,
2002, Destexhe and Sejnowski, 2003].

4.2

Thalamic neural mass models

The thalamus has always been one of the main focuses of neural mass models due to its
strong influence on cortical dynamics [Lopes da Silva et al., 1974, Lopes da Silva, 1991].
Early work focused on the generation of EEG rhythms during wakefulness [Rennie et al.,
2002, Robinson et al., 2004, Robinson et al., 2005, Sotero et al., 2007, Drover et al.,
2010, Sotero et al., 2010, Freyer et al., 2011, Roberts and Robinson, 2012]. As sensory
information is gated through the thalamus, it plays a pivotal role in the processing of
sensory information and the generation of evoked responses in the EEG [Robinson et al.,
2001, Nunez and Srinivasan, 2006, Sotero et al., 2007, Kerr et al., 2008].
The involvement in sensory processing also drew a lot of attention with respect
to various diseases including epilepsy [Robinson et al., 2002, Suffczynski et al., 2004,
Breakspear et al., 2006], Parkinson [Moran et al., 2011], Alzheimer [Bhattacharya et al.,
2011, Bhattacharya et al., 2013] and depression [Kerr et al., 2011]. There are also several
studies of the thalamus with respect to sleep. However, similar to the cortex, these studies
focused mainly on generating continuous oscillations in the respective frequency bands
through synaptic interactions [Robinson et al., 2003, Robinson et al., 2011, Roberts and
Robinson, 2012]. While they were able to generate spindle band oscillations, they lacked
the distinct spindle-like waveform and the event like character of thalamic sleep spindles.
More recently a hybrid approach was utilized to model spindle oscillations in a neural
mass model [Żygierewicz et al., 1999, Żygierewicz, 2000, Żygierewicz et al., 2001]. Their
model builds heavily on the results of the detailed conductance based models discussed
in Section 4.1 incorporating T-type calcium currents as well as a modulating activity
dependent h-current. While their model generated reasonable spindle oscillations, there
were notable drawbacks. First, synaptic input was again treated independently from
the population state, assuming the system to stay close to a steady state. Second, they
incorporated additional activity dependent currents into the thalamic reticular population, that did not contribute to the generation of spindle oscillations but increased the
complexity of the model considerably.
Their approach was recently adopted by [Cona et al., 2014]. Instead of incorporating
the intrinsic currents directly, they utilized the activation function of the T-type calcium
current to switch between a high-frequency and a low-frequency firing mode. However,
their model is solely based on synaptic drive. Given the importance of strong hyperpolarization for the deinactivation of the T-type calcium current, this simplification is
highly questionable. Furthermore, the gradual switching between two firing modes is
not a good representation of bursting. Together this lead to a highly stereotypical EEG
signal, that does not relate well to experimental data.

4.3

Hybrid approach

Similarly to the cortical module described in Chapter 3 the thalamic module is based on
two populations, an excitatory and an inhibitory neural mass, representing a thalamic
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relay (t) and the thalamic reticular (r) nucleus respectively. They are coupled via AMPA
and GABA synapses, which have slightly different time constants than their cortical
counterparts. As discussed in Section 1.4 the thalamic relay population does not possess
self-connections and the isolated thalamus receives excitation mainly via sensory input
that reaches only the thalamic relay population. Therefore, there is no additional noise
input into the thalamic reticular population as well as no selfexcitation (See Fig. 4.1).

Figure 4.1: Connectivity of the Thalamus. The two thalamic nuclei form connections
with each other, as well as a self connection within the thalamic reticular population. In addition
to intrinsic activity the thalamic relay population receives background noise from unspecified
brain structures, that is identified with sensory input. Circles indicate excitatory synapses, butts
inhibitory synapses.
This approach utilizes the mechanisms established in the models by [Destexhe et al.,
1996a, Bazhenov et al., 2002, Destexhe et al., 2003]. Consequently, both populations
are equipped with a potassium leak current that leads to the observed hyperpolarization
[Destexhe et al., 1996b].
ILK = ḡLK (Vk − EK ),

(4.1)

as well as a T -type calcium current
IT = ḡT m2∞ h(Vk − ECa ),

(4.2)

which deinactivate upon hyperpolarization and are essential for the generation of lowthreshold spikes (LTSs) and rebound bursts. We use the description of IT given in
[Destexhe et al., 1996b] for the RE and the one in [Destexhe et al., 1998b] for the TC
population.
As previously shown in [Destexhe et al., 1996a, Lüthi and McCormick, 1999, Destexhe
et al., 2003, Timofeev and Bazhenov, 2005], the rhythmicity of spindle occurrence and
the waxing and waning of the spindle amplitude is caused by an anomalous rectifier
channel Ih .
Ih = ḡh (mh1 + ginc mh2 )(Vt − Eh ),

(4.3)

A sequence of LTS leads to the build-up of calcium, which increases the effective conductivity ḡh = ḡh (mh1 + ginc mh2 ) of Ih . The ensuing depolarization of the TC population
increasingly counteracts its ability to produce a LTS and terminates the spindle oscillation [Lüthi and McCormick, 1998, Contreras et al., 1997].
Other currents, such as the calcium-dependent potassium currents IKCa and ICAN ,
are also known to play a role in spindle oscillations, but are omitted for simplicity. The
thalamic module is summarized by
−1
t
τt V̇t = −ILt − IAMPA (set ) − IGABA (srt ) − Cm
τt (ILK
− ITt − Ih ),
−1
r
τr V̇r = −ILr − IAMPA (ser ) − IGABA (srr ) − Cm
τr (ILK
− ITr ).

(4.4)

Parameter settings for the currents are identical to [Chen et al., 2012], with the exception
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of the deactivation function ht∞ of the thalamic relay population, that is shifted towards
more depolarized membrane voltages.

4.4

Dynamical structure

As suggested by the detailed conductance based models, incorporation of the intrinsic
currents may lead to oscillations in the spindle band, due to deinactivation of T-type
calcium currents. Here, ḡh and ḡLK were chosen as bifurcation parameters, as hyperpolarization via ILK is necessary for hyperpolarization and Ih is required for the waxing
and waning structure.

Figure 4.2: Two-dimensional bifurcation diagram of the thalamus. A Hopf bifurcation
leads to the emergence of a stable limit cycle. The limit cycle loses its stability through torus
bifurcations (blue) that arise from a blue sky catastrophe. this leads to spindle oscillations in the
orange shaded regions. The left spindle regime (SI ) is encased by a Hopf and a torus bifurcation,
whereas the right spindle regime (SII ) is constrained by two global bifurcations that are indicated
by the dashed gray lines. The vertical line marks the emergence of the torus bifurcation, whereas
the horizontal gray line marks the cusp bifurcation where the two saddle-nodes that accompany
the left torus bifurcation vanish. The torus bifurcation on the right marks the transition from
spindle oscillations to delta oscillations. The labeled points mark the parameter settings utilized
in Fig. 4.3, which are given in Table 4.1.
A two-dimensional bifurcation analysis of the thalamic module reveals the existence
of a Hopf bifurcation, as depicted in Fig. 4.2, which generates continuous oscillations in
the spindle band due to deinactivation of the T-type calcium current (See Fig. 4.3-CI and
Fig. 4.3-CII ). There is a distinct window for which the T-type current is able to generate
oscillations. Consequently for large values of ḡh as well as too strong hyperpolarization
via ILK , the thalamus is unable to generate oscillations.
Table 4.1: Parameter settings for the isolated thalamus
Symbol
ḡLK
ḡh

SI
0.018
0.062

SII
0.032
0.062

DI
0.052
0.066

DII
0.052
0.04

CI
0.025
0.025

CII
0.04
0.066

Unit
mS/cm2
mS/cm2

Parameter settings of the isolated thalamus. This table lists the parameter values for
the different dynamic regimes of the isolated thalamic module, that are utilized in
Fig. 4.3.
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The torus bifurcations emerge from a blue sky catastrophe that is generated by the
slow-fast interaction between the fast T-type channels and their slow modulation via
Ih , which is similar to other models that exhibit switching between tonic spiking and
structured bursting activity [Shilnikov and Cymbalyuk, 2005, Mayer et al., 2006, Burke
et al., 2012].
As depicted in Fig. 4.3-SI and Fig. 4.3-SII this leads to spindle like oscillations in the
orange shaded regions in Fig. 4.2. The spindles exhibit an oscillation frequency of around
13 Hz. The spindle frequency depends on the strength of the T-type calcium current ḡT .
Importantly, spindle oscillations are initiated intrinsically. The thalamic module does
not require modulatory input from external sources to initiate/terminate them.

Figure 4.3: Dynamic modes of the isolated thalamic module. This figure illustrates
the different dynamic modes the isolated thalamic module exhibits. The left panels depict
the thalamic relay membrane voltage, whereas the right panels illustrate that of the thalamic
reticular population. The parameter values are depicted in Fig. 4.2 and given in Table 4.1. SI
and SII : The isolated thalamus generates rhythmic spindle oscillations via a balanced interplay
between IT and Ih . CI and CII : Outside of the spindle regime fast oscillations generated by the
T-type calcium currents dominate and Ih is unable to sufficiently depolarize the thalamic relay
population to cease them. DI and DII : For strong hyperpolarization through ILK the thalamic
module switches into low frequency delta oscillations.

Activation of Ih is responsible for a refractory period that follows a spindle. As
long as Ih activation persists, LTS generation is impeded and stronger perturbations
are necessary to trigger spindle oscillations. Consequently, an increase in ḡh results
in a larger inter-spindle interval. The left spindle regime (SI ) is encased by the Hopf
and the torus bifurcation, whereas the right spindle regime (SII ) is constrained by two
global bifurcations that are indicated by the dashed gray lines. The vertical line marks
the emergence of the torus bifurcation, whereas the horizontal gray line marks the cusp
bifurcation where the two saddle-nodes that accompany the left torus bifurcation vanish.
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For strong hyperpolarization (high ḡLK ) the T-type calcium current leads to a single

strong spike, rather an oscillation in the spindle band (See Fig. 4.3-DI and Fig. 4.3DII ). There, the system transitions from medium frequency spindle oscillations to low
frequency delta oscillations, e.g. Fig. 4.3-DI and Fig. 4.3-DII . The labeled points mark
the parameter settings utilized in Fig. 4.3 and are given in Table 4.1

4.5

Thalamocortical model

In this section we investigate the interplay between thalamus and cortex to reproduce
the characteristics of different sleep stages. The cortex and the thalamus are coupled via
long range afferents, that send excitatory input via Eq. (2.6) as depicted in Fig. 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Connectivity of the thalamocortical system. Cortex and thalamus are interconnected via long range afferents, that originate from the cortical pyramidal and the thalamic
relay population respectively. They both project on all populations of the other structure.

Please note, that this is a strong simplification of the cortical architecture discussed
in Section 1.2. Physiologically, thalamic input would reach spiny stellate cells in layer 4
that feed the thalamic input into the pyramidal layer 5.
In the coupled system, the cortex and thalamus provide excitatory drive to each
other. Consequently, the bifurcation parameters of both modules have to be adjusted to
compensate for the additional input (See Table 4.2. For the thalamus the parameters
were set within the right spindle regime from Fig. 4.2, as this lead to the best reproduction
of both sleep stage N2 and N3.
Table 4.2: Parameter settings for the thalamocortical system
Symbol
σp
ḡKNa
ḡLK
ḡh

N2
4.7
1.33
0.034
0.052

N3
6
1.88
0.034
0.062

Unit
mV
mS/cm2
mS/cm2
mS/cm2

Description
Neuronal gain
Adaption strength
Potassium leak conductance
h-current conductance

This table shows the different settings for the bifurcation parameters of the full model
used throughout this study.

4.5.1

K-complexes and spindles during sleep stage N2

Given the parameter setting in Table 4.2, the cortical module is within a stable state,
close to the Hopf bifurcation accompanied by the canard explosion. This leads to noise
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driven medium amplitude background oscillations around the stable focus, that are interrupted by large amplitude deflections (KCs), which were discussed in Chapter 3.
At that parameter setting the thalamus in within the spindle regime and periodically
creates spindle oscillations. As in the cortical module KCs occur at a low rate, spindle
initiation and termination are closely linked to the time course of Ih , similar to the
isolated thalamic module. Additionally, if the cortex generates a KC, the sudden drop
of excitatory drive hyperpolarizes the RE and TC population, leading to deinactivation
of IT . The ensuing depolarization upon the transition back to the active state triggers
a spindle sequence in turn. The spindle then projects back into the depolarizing phase
of the KC. This is in good agreement with the grouping of spindles and KCs observed
experimentally [Contreras and Steriade, 1995, Mölle et al., 2002].

Figure 4.5: Thalamocortical simulation of sleep stage N2. Shown are membrane
voltages of the cortical pyramidal (top) and the thalamic relay population (bottom). While the
spindle oscillations are generally induced by fluctuations in background noise, there is also a
grouping between cortical KCs and thalamic spindles (see 7 s-9 s and 10 s-12 s). The grouping
stems from the lack of depolarizing input during a cortical KC.

Although less likely the model can also give rise to KCs triggered by a spindle. This
can be achieved if thalamic input is sufficient to push the cortex into the canard explosion.
The probability of a KC triggered by a spindle increases with the connection strength
from the thalamic to the cortical module and the proximity of the cortical module to the
canard. The parameters for the output in Fig. 4.5 are given in Table 4.2.

4.5.2

SOs and spindles during sleep stage N3

On the transition to sleep stage N3 the canard phenomenon vanishes in a cusp bifurcation
and only a high amplitude limit cycle remains. As discussed in Section 3.4.1 Slow
oscillations are noise driven oscillations around a stable focus, close to a Hopf bifurcation.
In contrast to sleep stage N2 spindle initiation and termination are now dominated
by the modulatory input from the cortical module, that overrules the Ih rhythm. Rather
than occurring rhythmically spindles are time-locked to the depolarized phase of a SO.
In Fig. 4.6 an example time series is shown. Importantly, not every SO is able to trigger
a spindle, as can be seen in Fig. 4.6 (9-12 s, 13-15 s). In a sequence of SOs the first
generally triggers a spindle, which leads to an activation of Ih . This reduces spindle
amplitude or even inhibits spindle initiation by the following SO.
While the cortex transitions into a different dynamic mode, it is not fully clear
whether this is also true for the thalamus. There are two possible modes, that are
indistinguishable i the EEG data. On one hand, the thalamus could be in a continuous
oscillating regime, where the oscillations is silenced by strong cortical input. On the
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Figure 4.6: Thalamocortical simulation of sleep stage N3. Shown are membrane
voltages of the cortical pyramidal (top) and the thalamic relay population (bottom). During N3
the model shows ongoing slow oscillatory activity. In contrast to sleep stage N2, SOs cannot be
identified as isolated events. Furthermore, there are no isolated spindle oscillations and spindle
activity is time-locked to SOs.

other hand it could still be in the genuine spindle regime with spindles time locked to
the now more frequent slow oscillations.

4.5.3

Endogenous event triggered averages

To further validate the model, we determined averages of the generated EEG signal and
fast spindle power time-locked to the negative peak of the endogenous KCs/SOs during
N2 and N3. This method is often used to illustrate the grouping of spindles by SOs and
morphological features of SOs, e.g. in [Ngo et al., 2013b, Ngo et al., 2013a, Mölle et al.,
2002]. A comparison of model output and experimental data for N2 and N3 is depicted
in Fig. 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Event triggered average potentials. Averaged EEG signal (top) and fast
spindle band power (bottom) time-locked to the negative peaks (t=0 s) of all detected events
from electrode Cz (black, left axis) and model output (red, right axis). (A) Detected KCs from
data scored as sleep stage N2 (Experiment: 227, 45 ± 19, 22, Model: 238 events). (B) SO average
from data scored as sleep stage N3 (Experiment: 983, 64 ± 106, 1, Model: 654 events). Each
simulation was run for 3600 s with parameters set according to Table 4.2.

As can be seen in Fig. 4.7, the grouping of spindles by SOs is present in the model.
Spindle power is highest during the positive half-wave following the negative peak. However, there are some notable differences. Compared to the experimental data the initial
depolarization preceding the transition to the down state is less prominent, leading to a
shallower slope of the transition to the down state.
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In the thalamocortical model the transition to the depolarized up state occurs considerably earlier with a time to peak of 300 ms, compared to 440 ms in the data. This
stems from strong depolarizing input by thalamic spindle bursts, which start directly
after the negative peak of a KC/SO and push the cortex further into the depolarized
state.
These discrepancies in the timing are to be expected given the simplifications of
the cortical architecture. Here more sophisticated models, that respect the full cortical
processing of sensory information should yield a better agreement with the experimental
data. However, our findings are still in line with other experimental studies, that find
different timings of spindles for the supplementary motor area of the cortex [Andrillon
et al., 2011].

4.5.4

Closed-loop auditory stimulation

In the following we show the ability of the model to reproduce data from a recent
experiment in humans performing auditory closed-loop stimulation during NREM sleep
[Ngo et al., 2013b]. The stimulation protocol is as follows: After the negative peak of a
SO was detected, two auditory stimuli were applied phase-locked to the following positive
peak of the depolarized up phase of the detected and the subsequent SO.

Figure 4.8: Closed loop stimulation. The upper panel depicts in black the mean (± SEM)
evoked potentials of human EEG data from electrode Cz during closed loop stimulation, time
locked to the first stimulus (11 subjects, 245.6 ± 38.1 stimuli). In red the reproduction of the
stimulation protocol with the model is shown (mean ± SD, 88 stimuli). The dashed line marks
the stimulus onset. The lower panel shows the corresponding fast spindle power.

In the experimental study the delay time between the negative peak and the ensuing
positive half-wave peak was determined for every subject independently with an average
of 470 ms. The second stimulus followed after a fixed interval of 1075 ms. Detection was
then paused for 2.5 s. We accordingly determined the delay time from the model output,
resulting in a delay of 450 ms for the N3 parameter setting. The second stimulus was
chosen to occur 1075 ms after the first one and we also paused detection for 2.5 s. Stimuli
are given as elevations in mean background noise of the thalamic relay population to 70
Hz for a duration of 80 ms.
In Fig. 4.8 we depict the averaged EEG signal and model output time-locked to
the first stimulus (t = 0). There is a good agreement between model output and the
experimental data. Especially the large amplitude, late components of the ERP are very
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close to the original waveform. The early component of the evoked potential, the P200,
can be seen in the experimental data after each stimulus, but it is more pronounced in
the model output. This is most likely due to an oversimplification of the model to a
single population, whereas in vivo the sensory input only projects into a fraction of the
cortex
In addition, the evoked spindle responses of model and data also have similar time
courses. In both cases spindle power is systematically increased during the depolarized
up phases induced by the stimuli. However, the strong increase in spindle power seen in
the data after the first stimulus is not visible in the model. We hypothesize this to stem
from a recruitment effect, where the stimulus activates a larger fraction of the thalamus
than the endogenous slow oscillation would. As our thalamic module is a point model
without any spatial extent, these effects are excluded by construction.

Figure 4.9: Stimulation disturbs refractoriness. The upper two panels depict the membrane voltages of the pyramidal and thalamic relay populations, respectively. In the third panel
the effective conductivity gh of the Ih current is shown. (A) Example time series of an unperturbed train of SOs during sleep stage N3. The first two SOs lead to an activation of Ih , that
slowly declines back to baseline levels. As Ih activation is still well above baseline, the third
SO is unable to trigger a spindle response. During the fourth SO Ih activation is sufficiently
low so that a spindle occurs. (B) Shown is an example of closed loop stimulation during sleep
stage N3, with the dashed lines indicating stimulus onset. In contrast to the endogenous case,
the depolarization of the thalamic relay population induced by the stimulation leads to a rapid
decrease in Ih activation, so that the following SO triggers a spindle. Parameters as in Table 4.2.

Interestingly, in the experimental data there is a drop in spindle power after the
second stimulus is applied. This seems to be a refractoriness of the thalamus after the
second slow oscillation, which has also been observed in [Ngo et al., 2015]. Despite the
model showing such a refractory period in the isolated thalamus (See Fig. 4.3A), as well
as during trains of endogenous SOs in the full model (See Fig. 4.9A), it lacks it upon
stimulation (See Fig. 4.9B).
This happens because stimulation disturbs the Ih mediated spindle termination mechanism. As the stimulation depolarizes the TC population, the calcium concentration
drops, as calcium influx through the IT current stops and calcium leaks out with a time
constant of 10 ms. Without the elevated calcium concentration, Ih deactivates back to
baseline levels and immediately allows for a new full fledged spindle. This is exemplified by the effective conductivity gh = ḡh (mh1 + ginc mh2 ) of the Ih current depicted in
Fig. 4.9.
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The disturbance of the refractoriness by the external stimulation challenges our understanding how external input affects the intrinsic mechanisms. This finding suggests
that the Ih current alone might not be sufficient to explain the refractoriness of spindle generation but requires other mechanisms such as firing rate adaptation in the RE
population as suggested by [Żygierewicz et al., 2001].
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Chapter 5

Sleep Regulation
In the previous two chapters we have analyzed the dynamics of the cortical and thalamic
neural mass models and investigated how these dynamics lead to the observed EEG signals. However, while the bifurcation analysis provides the overall dynamical repertoire,
a fixed choice of the bifurcation parameters was necessary for the individual simulations.
As discussed in Section 1.7, this is in strong contrast to physiology where, driven
by sleep regulatory networks, the dynamics of the brain changes dynamically over the
course of the night, rather than switching between isolated states. To remedy this
drawback this chapter is devoted to the effect of sleep regulation on the cortical neural
mass model presented in Chapter 3. In the first section the slightly different rate based
formulation of the sleep regulatory networks is introduced. The second section then
discusses the influence of neuromodulators released by the sleep regulatory network upon
the bifurcation parameters of the cortex. Finally, the third section demonstrates the
ability of the combined model to dynamically generate the EEG signal of the different
sleep stages as well as wakefulness and reproduce the characteristics of the transition
between them, which was published in [Schellenberger Costa et al., 2016a]

5.1

Population based models of sleep regulation

Early approaches on modeling the sleep-wake transition focused on homeostatic regulation [Borbély, 1982, Forger et al., 2015]. Only recently the faster cycling between
NREM and REM sleep has been incorporated with varying levels of anatomical detail
[Tamakawa et al., 2006, Diniz Behn et al., 2007, Phillips and Robinson, 2007, Diniz
Behn and Booth, 2010, Rempe et al., 2010, Kumar et al., 2012]. These models describe
the sleep-wake transition through firing rates of the involved neuronal populations. Depending on whether wake-promoting, REM-off or REM-on populations are active the
system is assumed to be in a state of wakefulness, REM or NREM sleep. The transition
between those stages is driven by synaptic interactions between the involved populations
and the corresponding level of neurotransmitters, which is modulated by circadian and
homeostatic drives.
For the sake of simplicity a reduced model was chosen [Diniz Behn and Booth, 2012],
that accumulates populations which serve similar functionality into a single population
neglecting more complex interactions [Rempe et al., 2010, Diniz Behn and Booth, 2010,
Kumar et al., 2012], including those with the SCN and circadian modulation. This
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results in a minimal model with only three populations (WAKE, NREM, and REM).
See [Fleshner et al., 2011, Gleit et al., 2013] for extended models incorporating circadian
modulation of the sleep regulatory network.

Figure 5.1: Connectivity within the sleep regulatory network. The sleep regulatory
network consists of three populations, Wake (W), NREM (N), and REM (R), that are associated
with a specific neuromodulator, which is noradrenalin (E) for Wake, acetylcholine (A) for REM,
and GABA (G) for the NREM population. They interact mainly through inhibition, with the
interaction strength given by the synaptic weights g.

In contrast to the neural mass framework introduced in the previous section, they use
an equivalent formulation related to the Wilson-Cowan formalism [Wilson and Cowan,
1973]. They directly utilize the firing rates Fk (Vk ) rather than the membrane voltages
Vk as their system variables [Diniz Behn et al., 2007, Diniz Behn and Booth, 2010, Diniz
Behn and Booth, 2012]. To provide a direct link to their work, this formulation is kept
and the firing rate of population k is denoted as Fk for the sleep regulatory model.
The firing rate Fk of the presynaptic population k elicits the release of neurotransmitter X into the synaptic cleft. The change of neurotransmitter concentration CX is
given by
τX ĊX = tanh(Fk /γX ) − CX .

(5.1)

Here, X depicts the type of neurotransmitter (i.e. E for noradrenalin, G for GABA or
A for acetylcholine), γX the gain of neurotransmitter release and τX the corresponding
time constant. In their study on the reduced model Diniz Behn et al. assumed τk 
τX , approximating the change in neurotransmitter concentration to be instantaneous.
However, given that the time constant of the cortical model is in the range of milliseconds
this assumption is not valid anymore.
Varying levels of neurotransmitters then change the postsynaptic activity
!
τk Ḟk =

QSR
k

X

gX,k CX

− Fk ,

(5.2)

X

with the time constant τk and weights gX,k that scale the strength of the synaptic
responses. It is important to note, that due to the long timescale τk the synaptic inputs
are assumed to act instantaneous. This is equivalent to Eq. 2.8 for αm = δ(t). The
formulation of the firing rate function QSR
k utilized by Diniz Behn et al. is mathematically
equivalent to
QSR
k (Y ) =

Fkmax
.
1 + exp(−(Y − βk )/αk )

(5.3)

Here βk denotes the firing rate threshold, αk the corresponding inverse gain and Y
the sum of the weighted neurotransmitter inputs. Note that for the NREM population
the threshold is dependent on the homeostatic sleep drive h through βN = kh, where k
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scales the influence of the sleep drive.
Following the two-process model originally proposed by [Borbély, 1982], the transition
between sleep and wakefulness is driven by an homeostatic sleep drive h(t). It builds up
during wakefulness, due to high activity FW of the wake population and declines during
sleep, when FW is low. Assuming a maximal strength of hmax , this can be described by
ḣ =

hmax − h
h
H(FW − θh ) − s H(θh − FW ),
w
τh
τh

(5.4)

where H stands for the Heaviside function, θh defines the sleep/wake transition point and
τhi depicts the time constants for increase and decline of h during sleep and wakefulness
respectively.
It is important to note, that in this work the term neurotransmitter is used only in the
context of the sleep regulatory network. There noradrenalin, GABA and acetylcholine
act as transmitters eliciting a synaptic response. Given the assumption that GABA from
the sleep regulatory network is released on extrasynaptic sites in the cortical model,
neurotransmitters from the sleep regulatory network only modulate the activity of the
pyramidal population. Consequently, the term neuromodulator is utilized in the context
of the cortical model.

5.2

Action of neuromodulators

According to the findings presented in Chapter 3, changes in the inverse neural gain
σp and the adaptation strength ḡKNa lead to the transition between wakefulness and
sleep stages N2/N3. As discussed in Section 1.7 they are subject to neuromodulation by
certain neuromodulators, as depicted in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Neuromodulators and cortical bifurcation parameters

Acetylcholine
Noradrenalin/Serotonin
extrasynaptic GABA
ḡKNa
σp

Wake
low
high
low
low
low

NREM
low
low
high
high
high

REM
high
increasing
high
low
low

Qualitative levels of neuromodulators and their influence on the cortical bifurcation
parameters.
Acetylcholine blocks potassium currents [McCormick, 1989, McCormick and Huguenard, 1992], such as IKNa and reduces firing rate adaptation of cortical neurons [Madison
et al., 1987, Barkai and Hasselmo, 1994, Hasselmo and Barkai, 1995, Liljenström and
Hasselmo, 1995]. Likewise, serotonin [Colino and Halliwell, 1987, Davies et al., 1987] and
noradrenaline [Madison and Nicoll, 1982, Madison and Nicoll, 1986] have been shown
to affect firing rate adaptation. In contrast, extrasynaptic release of GABA increases
activation of potassium currents [Saint et al., 1990, Gage, 1992].
Consequently ḡKNa increases during the transition into NREM sleep and declines
during REM and wakefulness, see Table 5.1 for an overview. As there are no quantitative
measurements, our choice of the dependency between the neuromodulator concentrations
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and ḡKNa is arbitrary. For the sake of simplicity, we assume the following relationship
for the strength of firing rate adaptation
τg ġKNa = ḡKNa (1 − 0.95CA )(1 − 0.6CE )(2CG ) − gKNa .

(5.5)

Please note, that we utilize gKNa for the dynamically modulated conductivity, whereas
ḡKNa describes its default value.
The neural gain, on the other hand, is increased by acetylcholine [Barkai and Hasselmo, 1994, Disney et al., 2007, Gulledge et al., 2009, Soma and Shimegi, 2012], serotonin [Zhang and Arsenault, 2005], and noradrenalin [McCormick, 1989, Timmons et al.,
2004]. With σp acting as the inverse gain, it is maximal during NREM sleep and at the
lowest during REM and wakefulness (see Table 5.1). Due to the lack of quantitative
measurements which might hint to a more complex dependency, we work with the most
simple assumption, namely a linear dependency between σp and the neuromodulator
concentrations
τσ σ̇p = σ̄p − (4CE + 2CA ) − σp .

(5.6)

As the sleep regulatory network deals with normalized concentrations of the respective neuromodulators, we assume that the cortical levels are identical to those within
the sleep regulatory network. This leads to the following model architecture

Figure 5.2: Connectivity between sleep regulatory network and cortex. The sleep
regulatory network consists of three populations, Wake (W), NREM (N), and REM (R), that are
associated with a specific neuromodulator, which is noradrenalin (E) for Wake, acetylcholine (A)
for REM, and GABA (G) for the NREM population. They interact mainly through inhibition,
with the interaction strength given by the synaptic weights g. The sleep regulatory network
modulates activity of the pyramidal population through the respective neuromodulators C. The
different types of neuromodulatory input are indicated by colored triangles connected through
dashed lines. The cortical submodule is as given in Chapter 3.

5.3

Results

Here, we will recapitulate our results in comparison to the reduced Diniz Behn model and
relate them to changes of the bifurcation parameters of the cortex model. As illustrated
in Fig. 5.3, the system is primarily in a state of wakefulness, accompanied by high levels
of noradrenalin, during which the homeostatic sleep drive increases. Given sufficiently
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large sleep pressure the cortex will then transition into NREM sleep, characterized by
elevated levels of GABA. As can be seen in Fig. 5.2 the NREM population also inhibits
REM sleep. However, inhibition through GABA is weaker than that by noradrenalin
during wakefulness (|gGR | > |gER |), which leads to a slow increase in REM activity that
ultimately switches the system into REM sleep.

Figure 5.3: Activity of the sleep regulatory network. In the upper panel the concentration of the different neurotransmitters in the sleep regulatory network is shown over the course
of one day, together with the homeostatic sleep drive. The concentrations are directly related to
the firing rates of the different populations. In the mid panel the hypnogram according to Diniz
Behn and Booth [Diniz Behn and Booth, 2012] is shown, which is based on the activity of the
sleep regulatory network. In contrast, the lower panel depicts the hypnogram based on scoring
of the activity of the pyramidal population, following the AASM rules for the EEG. There, we
further subdivide NREM sleep into stages N1-N3.

The high levels of acetylcholine during REM sleep promote release of noradrenalin.
As noradrenalin suppresses the REM population, REM sleep is terminated through reciprocal interaction between the Wake and the REM population. The ultradian cycling
between NREM and REM sleep continues until the homeostatic sleep drive is sufficiently
low. At that point the Wake population takes over and the system transitions from REM
sleep to wakefulness. Following Diniz Behn and Booth wakefulness is defined as states
with CE > 0.4, REM through CA > 0.4, and all other states as NREM. As described
below, we utilize the activity of the cortical model to score the different sleep stages
similar to experimental sleep research.
Due to its simplicity the presented sleep regulatory network exhibits differences with
regard to human sleep EEG. In the model, the ultradian rhythm is uniform over the
night, with equal portions of NREM and REM sleep for every cycle. This is in contrast to
human sleep EEG, where NREM sleep is dominant in the first half of the night, whereas
REM sleep occupies the better part of the second half. In the chosen 3 population
regulatory network, the duration of REM episodes is directly linked to those of NREM
through the reciprocal interaction with the Wake population. Initiation of REM sleep
is due to declining levels of noradrenalin during NREM, whereas termination of REM
is driven by increasing levels of noradrenalin (Fig. 5.3). Therefore, prolonging a REM
episode would also lead to a longer NREM stage.
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Furthermore, as there is only one NREM population, the model is not able to capture

the deepening of NREM sleep within an ultradian cycle, which can be observed in the
human EEG. This is exemplified in the lower panel of the Fig. 5.3, where the classification
of sleep stages is based on the activity of the cortex. Except for the last ultradian cycle,
where the NREM population shows a distinct drop in activity, the transition into sleep
stage N3 is nearly instant, whereas in human sleep, N2 occupies a majority of NREM
sleep (Fig. 1.1 for comparison). Interestingly the last ultradian cycle shows a prolonged
transition from N1 over N2 to finally sleep stage N3. This is due to reduced sleep pressure
h, that results in a reduced activity of the NREM population. Here a more sophisticated
model, where NREM promoting populations are silenced during REM sleep might lead
to more realistic results.

5.3.1

Modulation of the bifurcation parameters

As discussed above, the varying levels of neuromodulators affect the two bifurcation
parameters gKNa and σp . The combination of the three different neuromodulators leads
to an increase of both parameters during NREM sleep and a decline during REM and
wakefulness (See Fig. 5.4). Given the slow timescale of the sleep regulatory network,
the bifurcation parameters can be assumed as quasi-static, so that our findings on the
isolated cortex in Chapter 3 are still valid for the coupled system and we can use the
same bifurcation diagram. At the same time, the cortical model does not influence the
sleep regulatory network directly and the analysis from [Diniz Behn and Booth, 2012] is
unaffected.

Figure 5.4: Trajectory of the bifurcation parameters. The figure illustrates the time
course of the two bifurcation parameters, modulated by the sleep regulatory network. To better
relate the change of the bifurcation parameters to the activity of the cortical populations, the
trajectory is color-coded with respect to the scored sleep stage. During NREM sleep, both gKNa
and σp increase, to drop again during REM sleep. Over the night, the system undergoes four
ultradian cycles, with the last cycle being strongly influenced by the drop in NREM activity.

During wakefulness the model is close to the z-axis around σp = 4 and gKNa =0, which
corresponds to a parameter configuration of the wake state given by a similar model of
Steyn-Ross et al. [Steyn-Ross et al., 2005]. During the transitions into NREM sleep,
declining levels of noradrenaline lead to an increase in σp and gKNa . At the same time
GABA activates potassium channels, increasing gKNa . When the model switches into
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REM sleep, rising levels of acetylcholine rapidly decrease the adaptation strength gKNa .
In addition, neural gain is increased by acetylcholine and noradrenalin, leading to smaller
values of σp . Over the night the ultradian cycle is repeated multiple times (See Fig. 5.5).

Figure 5.5: Trajectory of the ultradian cycles. The panels depict the four ultradian
cycles, the model fulfills during a night. Notably, the last ultradian cycle differs considerably
from the others, as it is influenced by reduced NREM activity. This leads to a slower increase in
gKNa . The resulting trajectory is farther away from the Hopf bifurcation leading to a prolonged
period of N1 and a slower transition phase into slow wave sleep (N3). As indicated the time
flows counterclockwise.

However, there are notable differences between the respective ultradian cycles, that
are not reflected in the classification of Diniz Behn and Booth. Especially during the
last cycle, the activity of the NREM populations is significantly decreased after the
REM episode (See Fig. 5.5). Importantly, this leads to a different trajectory in the
bifurcation diagram of the cortex model, that directly affects the dynamics of the cortical
populations, resulting in a different scoring in the EEG based hypnogram in Fig. 5.3.
Due to decreased levels of GABA, the firing rate adaptation gKNa recovers slowly. This
puts the cortex in a trajectory farther away from the Hopf bifurcation, where it is unable
to generate a canard explosion, leading to a prolonged period of N1 (See Fig. 5.6).
In the wake state, the cortex is far away from the Hopf bifurcation in a single active
state. When the homeostatic sleep drive intensifies, the NREM population activates.
This leads to an release of extrasynaptic GABA and the cortex approaches the Hopf
bifurcation as both gKNa and σp increase (See Fig. 5.4 red line). As NREM sleep deepens
further, the canard vanishes in a cusp bifurcation, with only the limit cycle of the Hopf
bifurcation remaining. At the onset of REM sleep, rising levels of acetylcholine block
firing rate adaptation through gKNa , pushing the cortex away from the Hopf bifurcation.
Without its influence, the model returns to high frequency oscillations generated by
synaptic interactions.

5.3.2

Effect of sleep regulation on the EEG

Cortical activity modulated by the sleep regulatory network is shown in Fig. 5.7. In
the wake state, the cortex is in a depolarized stable equilibrium. Without influence
of the Hopf bifurcation synaptic interactions dominate and it generates the typical high
frequency low amplitude oscillations observed in the EEG during the day (Fig. 5.8-Wake).
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Figure 5.6: Trajectory in the bifurcation diagram. This figure depicts the projection of
the time course of the bifurcation parameters onto the bifurcation diagram from Chapter 3. The
trajectory of the cortex model is color-coded with respect to the classification of the sleep stages.
With the cortex moving closer to the Hopf bifurcation, the high frequency oscillations during
wakefulness turn into low frequency large amplitude oscillations. During REM sleep increasing
concentrations of acetylcholine push the model back to the lower left leading to higher frequency
oscillations. It should be noted, that the projection does not reflect the time spend at the given
point.

During the early part of the wake-sleep transition, the system is increasingly affected by the ghost of the homoclinic orbit generated by the Hopf bifurcation. After
perturbations through the background noise, the system does not directly return to the
equilibrium, but follows a trajectory that is shaped by the homoclinic orbit. This results
in a slow down in oscillation frequency and an increase in amplitude, corresponding to
sleep stage N1 (Fig. 5.8-N1).

Figure 5.7: Modulation of cortical activity over the day. Here, we illustrate the effect
of modulation by the sleep regulatory network on the activity of the cortical model represented
by the averaged membrane voltage of the pyramidal population Vp . After a period of wakefulness, the model transitions into NREM sleep, characterized by large amplitude oscillations.
NREM episodes are interrupted by REM sleep, that resembles wakefulness. After 4 cycles of the
ultradian rhythm, the cortex returns to a state of wakefulness. The vertical lines indicate the
position of the respective episodes depicted in Fig. 5.8.

As sleep deepens further, the cortex moves closer to the Hopf bifurcation, where the
canard phenomenon described in Section 3.4.1 emerges through the interaction between
the fast cortical activity and the slow firing rate adaptation. As shown in Section 3.4.3 the
low frequency background oscillations may be interrupted by large amplitude deflections,
which resemble K-complexes. They are initiated by background noise that pushes the
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system into the attractor of the canard, resulting in a single canard cycle around the
silent hyperpolarized state (Fig. 5.8-N2).
With increasing σp the canard vanishes in a cusp bifurcation (marked by the upper
dotted line in Fig. 5.4) and only a limit cycle remains. The previously isolated Kcomplexes are replaced by continuous noise driven large amplitude oscillations which
resemble slow oscillatory activity during sleep stage N3 (Fig. 5.8-N3). Importantly,
at no time the system actually crosses the Hopf bifurcation, but rather approaches it.
Otherwise the highly regular limit cycle oscillations would generate pathologically seizure
behavior.

Figure 5.8: Individual sleep stages generated by the model. The individual panels
depict example epochs from Fig. 5.7, that correspond to different sleep stages following the
classification scheme by the AASM [Iber et al., 2007]. Activity during REM sleep resembles
wakefulness, with the exception, that the cortex is relatively hyperpolarized. The panels N1-N3
show NREM sleep of increasing depth, with K-complexes emerging during N2 and slow wave
activity during N3. Please note the different scales of the y axis especially for N2 and N3.

When the sleep regulatory network switches to REM sleep, the increasing levels of
acetylcholine push the cortex away from the Hopf bifurcation. Without its influence the
cortex returns to low amplitude high frequency oscillations which are typical for REM
sleep (Fig. 5.8-REM). The transition between the different sleep stages is depicted in
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Fig. 5.9. It occurs rapidly as close proximity to the limit cycle is necessary for slow wave
activity, and blockage of gKNa through acetylcholine moves the system perpendicularly
to the Hopf bifurcation. (Fig. 5.6).

5.3.3

Transition between sleep stages

In human sleep research, the classification into different sleep stages is based on electrophysiological measurements. However, in the Diniz Behn and Booth model as well
as the related literature, there is no correlate of such activity. Here, we can directly
relate the EEG signal generated by the activity in the cortical model to the ongoing
activity in the sleep regulatory network. Therewith, we can provide a classification that
directly relates activity of the sleep regulatory network to experimental measurements.
We follow the more recent classification scheme provided by the American Academy of
Sleep Medicine (AASM) [Iber et al., 2007], although the classical rules by Rechtschaffen
and Kales [Kales and Rechtschaffen, 1968] would apply equally. It should be noted, that
our classification is solely based on the EEG part of the manual, as our model cannot
generate EOG or EMG activity. The sleep scoring based on the activity of the pyramidal
population is shown in Fig. 5.3.
The transitions between the different sleep stages are heavily dependent on two sets
of time scales. The first are the time scales of neurotransmitter release in the sleep
regulatory network, τE , τG , and τA respectively. They are directly related to the intrinsic
dynamics of the sleep regulatory network. Given the large timescales the sleep regulatory
populations act upon, the behavior of the model is more sensitive to changes in τX than
to changes in cortical timescales. The larger the time constants, the slower the transition
between the different sleep stages.

Figure 5.9: Transition between sleep stages. This figure demonstrates the ability of the
cortex model to rapidly switch between NREM and REM sleep. During NREM the cortex is
close to the Hopf bifurcation leading to low frequency large amplitude oscillations. When the
system transits into REM sleep, the increasing levels of acetylcholine block potassium channels,
pushing the cortex away from the Hopf. Immediately the slow oscillatory activity vanishes and
gives rise to high frequency low amplitude oscillations typical for REM sleep. For brevity the
transition between wakefulness and NREM sleep is omitted, as it is identical to the REM-NREM
transition.

The other set are the time constants of the bifurcation parameters τg and τσ in
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Eq. (5.5) and Eq. (5.6) respectively. Here, we assume them to be in the range of tens to
hundreds of milliseconds, which yielded the best results. It might be difficult to directly
measure them in vivo, as they cover rather unspecific processes, e.g. neuronal gain is
affected by many neuromodulators which might have different time scales individually.
For the sake of simplicity we have also assumed that activation and inactivation of
neuromodulators has the same time constant.
Importantly the two time constants τg and τσ cover different aspects of the sleep
transitions. The change in firing rate adaptation gKNa is crucial for the generation of
large amplitude oscillations, as its axis is mostly orthogonal to the line of Hopf points.
Therefore, τg has a strong influence on the ability of the model to rapidly switch into
and out of NREM sleep, which is depicted in Fig. 5.9.
In contrast, changes in σp move the system on a trajectory parallel to the Hopf
bifurcation. Therefore, it does not determine whether the cortex is able to generate
large amplitude oscillations, but rather if they are generated through a canard explosion
or through a limit cycle. Therefore, τσ mainly affects the speed, the system transitions
from early NREM sleep (N2) to late NREM sleep (N3). However, as sleep is scored in
epochs of 30s, physiological values of τσ have only a minimal effect on the hypnogram
(data not shown). To effectively change the distribution between N2 and N3, τσ would
have to be in the range of minutes to hours, which suggests that the lack of N2 is not of
cortical origin but due to over simplification of the sleep regulatory network.
Note, that τg and τσ cannot be chosen arbitrarily, as the line of Hopf points is not
fully parallel to the σp axis. Therefore, if τσ is sufficiently large compared to τg , the
cortex might cross the Hopf bifurcation at a smaller gKNa and generate unrealistic limit
cycle oscillations.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions
This work focuses on the development of neural mass models of the sleeping brain. Based
on results from detailed conductance based models and physiological data, a hybrid
approach was utilized, that extended previous neural mass model of wakefulness with
Hodgkin-Huxley currents. By means of a bifurcation analysis the dynamical repertoire of
the respective cortical and thalamic modules was investigated. Based on these findings
we could describe how these intrinsic mechanisms lead to the generation of K-complexes,
slow oscillations and thalamic sleep spindles in the human EEG. To better understand
how the bifurcation parameters change during the sleep wake transition and over the
night, we investigated the effect of neuromodulation through a sleep regulatory network
on the cortical model. In the following section key aspects of the obtained results are
discussed in greater detail. The second section then identifies new research opportunities
that arise from this work. Finally, this chapter concludes with a general summary of this
work.

6.1

Discussion

The results obtained in this work provide evidence that challenges the current view
in the literature on certain topics, especially concerning the KCs and SOs, as well as
the discrimination between N2 and N3 in sleep regulation. On the other hand there
are obvious trade-offs where the models employed here cannot explain certain aspects
of the data. In the following we will first discuss KCs and SOs and the underlying
bistability observed in individual neurons, as well as other oscillatory activity of the
cortex. Then thalamic spindle oscillations and the current limitation of the thalamic
model are discussed as well as sleep regulation and neuromodulation.

6.1.1

Characterization of KCs and SOs

In Chapter 3 an extended neural mass model of the sleeping cortex explored, relating
its multiple dynamical regimes to different NREM sleep stages. A bifurcation analysis
revealed the existence of a fold as well as a Hopf bifurcation accompanied by a canard
phenomenon. Based on a comparison of the impulse response within the different settings, it was argued that the deflections generated by the canard explosion are identical
to KCs seen in the EEG during natural sleep, leading to the spike-like nature of the KCs.
Increasing the bifurcation parameter σp the canard vanishes, explaining the damped os-
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cillatory behavior of SOs. This analysis provides a clear theoretical distinction between
KCs and SOs and their generating mechanisms. However, as both the limit and the relaxation cycle are shaped by the same underlying homoclinic orbit, the actual transition
is rather smooth even in the noise-free deterministic system (see Fig. 3.4). Therefore, it
might be challenging to find this distinction within experimental data.
The bifurcation analysis revealed different parameter regimes that show characteristics of sleep stage N2 and N3 and illustrated that the model is able to reproduce the EEG
of both sleep stages to a high degree. These findings suggest an alternative scenario for
the sleep wake transition, that challenges the current view of a bistable cortex. Rather
than entering a bistable regime the cortex stays primarily within the active state. As
sleep deepens, it approaches the Hopf bifurcation, leading to an increase in amplitude
and slowing of noise-driven background oscillations. Eventually, as the cortex approaches
the Hopf bifurcation further, large amplitude deflections, i.e. KCs arise. At the transition to sleep stage N3 the canard phenomenon vanishes due to the cusp bifurcation.
The remaining Hopf bifurcation is responsible for the generation of noise-driven SOs.
Isolated events as in sleep stage N2 are not possible within that regime.
The waveform of a KC has been described as being biphasic, consisting of a large
negative deflection (down state) followed by a pronounced depolarization (up state) or triphasic, comprising an initial positive bump followed by a down state and an up
state. Menicucci et al. [Menicucci et al., 2013] analyzed the shapes of KCs in N2 and
N3 and found that on average a triphasic pattern, up-down-up, is present in both sleep
stages. The cortical model does not show this sequence for sleep stage N2. In vivo, sleep
stage N2 is rarely stationary and spans varying depths of sleep, as well as transitions
to other sleep stages. In contrast, the parameter setting chosen in Section 3.4.3 depicts
idealized N2 at a single point in time, to separate it from wakefulness and N3. Choosing
a parameter setting closer to N3 will naturally give rise to a depolarization preceding
the down state. The model predicts that biphasic KCs should be found mostly in early
N2 or very late N2, as in the second half of the night after the major SWS episodes.
Parameter settings within region II or III lead to highly regular relaxation oscillations
or limit cycles, that do not resemble human EEG. Therefore, it is crucial that the cortex
must be within region I close to region II or III to reproduce the experimental data.
In a study on resting state networks [Deco and Jirsa, 2012] found the awake brain to
be in a state of criticality, which leads to an increased responsiveness. Similarly, in the
model the sleeping cortex is close to a phase transition, suggesting that the concept of
criticality is not restricted to wakefulness but carries over to sleep. Due to the presence
of noise, bifurcations do not lead to clear-cut qualitative changes of the dynamics [Curto
et al., 2009]. Stochasticity can shift critical points or induce behavior that is not seen in
the deterministic case, such as noise-induced transitions.

6.1.2

Bistability and relaxation oscillations

Bistability of the cortex during slow wave sleep is inferred via bimodality in the distribution of individual cells’ membrane potential. In local field potentials, one can observe a
markedly conserved waveform of individual SO events [Crunelli and Hughes, 2009], but
bimodality is already less visible. It is known that collective dynamics can exhibit, e.g.
limit-cycle regimes, but at the same time emerge from irregular and high-dimensional
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neuronal activity, which is only apparent at small-scales [Boustani and Destexhe, 2010].
A main result of the analysis of the cortical model is that on the macroscopic level the
cortex is not necessarily in a bistable regime during natural deep sleep. The properties
of KCs and SOs at the EEG level support the view of a monostable active cortex close to
a Hopf and a saddle node bifurcation. Importantly, the characterization is made on the
population level. While the switching between up and down states on the cellular level
points to relaxation oscillations or bistability with noise-driven transitions, relatively
regular oscillation at the cellular level may appear less regular at the EEG level, due
to varying spatial synchrony [Amzica and Steriade, 1998]. Relaxation oscillations in the
EEG usually correspond to pathological conditions like epilepsy.
In summary, the spectrum of observed slow oscillatory phenomena cannot be fully
captured by the concepts of bimodality or relaxation oscillations. The analysis corroborates that the KC can be identified with a single, isolated relaxation cycle and slow
wave activity, including prolonged episodes of low-amplitude fast oscillations, stems from
noise-driven oscillations around a stable focus. Furthermore, while down states occur
frequently they are still transients in the up state dominated cortex.

6.1.3

Mechanisms of firing rate adaptation

In the present work other adaptation mechanisms like multiplicative feedback arising
due to synaptic depression or depletion of extra-cellular calcium or inhibitory modulation
[Sanchez-Vives et al., 2010] have been ignored. However, the additive activity-dependent
feedback investigated here is sufficient to account for a multitude of phenomena in healthy
and pathological conditions. Furthermore, one can expect that the bifurcation structure
of the cortical system, i.e. presence of saddle-nodes, Hopf and homoclinic bifurcation,
will persist in alternative settings. Thus, the main conclusions do not depend on the
particular choice of the feedback mechanism.
Firing rate adaptation might also play a role for spindle generation. In [Żygierewicz
et al., 2001] the thalamic reticular population featured two calcium dependent currents,
that regulated its activity. It might be possible, that the suppression of spindle generation
is partially due to such adaptation mechanisms, which are currently not included in the
thalamic model. They may also contribute to the refractoriness that was discussed in
Section 4.5.4, as the thalamic reticular population might become unable to generate
sufficient hyperpolarization for spindle initiation in the thalamic relay population.

6.1.4

Other oscillatory activity in the EEG

The cortical model deals primarily with the characteristics of EEG signals during natural
sleep. However, the presented bifurcation analysis is useful in a broader context. Similar
activity is found e.g. during anesthesia, coma and in isolated cortical preparations. It
becomes increasingly clear that there exists a continuum of slow oscillatory states, which
are mainly characterized by the fraction of time spent in up or down states, the temporal
regularity with which state transitions occur and the response to external stimuli.
The phenomenon of up and down states in intracellular recordings is commonly associated with the notion of bistability or relaxation oscillations. However, it is important to
note that most results on SOs were obtained in deeply anesthetized animals or slice prepa-
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rations. Under these conditions, the system is down state dominated, i.e. down states
last longer than up states, the occurrence of up states is often highly rhythmic [Deco
et al., 2009, Chauvette et al., 2011] or up states are infrequent and transient [Poskanzer
and Yuste, 2011]. These regimes are also present in the cortical model, namely in regions
III, V and VI.
Generally, SOs produced by anesthesia are much more regular than during natural sleep [Chauvette et al., 2011, Amzica and Steriade, 1998]. Under ketamine-xylazine
anesthesia neurons spend twice the time in silent states compared to natural SWS [Chauvette et al., 2011], and in the auditory cortex of awake rats prolonged up states are not
even observed at all [Hromadka et al., 2013]. Furthermore, SO properties differ from
one anesthetic to the other [Amzica and Steriade, 1997a]. Ketamine-xylazine anesthesia
produces a uniform and continuous SO state [Ruiz-Mejias et al., 2011], whereas with
urethane epochs of stable SOs are short-lived and desynchronized periods may occur
spontaneously [Clement et al., 2008]. This is similar to SWS where one finds waxing
and waning of slow wave complexes interleaved with periods reminiscent of wakefulness
[Destexhe et al., 1999].
In contrast, [Cash et al., 2009] pointed out that a KC during light sleep is not
always embedded in an ongoing SO, but is mostly an isolated event. Clearly, in N2 the
active state dominates. Similarly, many studies report that during SWS of naturally
sleeping animals more time is spent in up states than in down states [Destexhe et al.,
1999, Steriade et al., 2001, Timofeev et al., 2001b, Ji and Wilson, 2006, Vyazovskiy et al.,
2009, Chauvette et al., 2011] Furthermore, it has been reported that SWS contains many
episodes of low-amplitude fast oscillations, lasting several seconds and resembling the
active state [Destexhe et al., 2003]. This evidence points to natural sleep being up state
dominated.

6.1.5

Mechanisms of spindle generation

The thalamic model emphasizes the role of IT and Ih currents in the generation of thalamic spindle oscillations, which is in good agreement with the experimental findings. It is
currently unclear, whether the two observed spindle regimes correspond to slow and fast
spindles. In that regard more sophisticated models are required. The combined thalamocortical model reproduces the grouping of spindles and KCs/SOs, observed in human
EEG [Mölle et al., 2002], which is thought to play a crucial role in the consolidation of
memory [Mölle et al., 2006, Diekelmann and Born, 2010]. Additionally, it exhibits refractoriness of spindle oscillations, i.e. not every SO in a train of endogenous SOs triggers a
spindle. Although adding extra currents increases dimensionality and parameter space,
the model still preserves the overall simplicity and computational efficacy common to
neural mass models.
Relative to the negative deflection of a KC, spindles consistently start earlier than in
the data. Furthermore, the depolarizing up phase of endogenous KCs and SOs arrives
earlier in the model than in the data. A comparison with the results from the isolated
cortical module shows, that this is mostly due to strong depolarizing input from the
thalamus. While there is no clear explanation for this discrepancy between experimental
data and the model, there is a high probability, that this is due to simplifications of
the cortical architecture. As discussed in Section 1.2 thalamic input does not reach the
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pyramidal neurons in layer 5 directly, but is relayed by spiny stellate cells in layer 4.
Respecting the more sophisticated architecture of the cortex should lead to a certain
delay as well as attenuation of the thalamic input to the pyramidal population.

6.1.6

Auditory stimulation and refractoriness

The thalamocortical model was able to reproduce natural NREM sleep, but also the
cortical response to auditory stimulation [Ngo et al., 2013b], that is gated through the
thalamus. A recent experimental study suggests that the refractoriness of thalamic spindles is a limiting factor for the impact of auditory stimulation upon memory consolidation
[Ngo et al., 2015]. They found, that longer trains of stimuli do not provide any benefit
in memory consolidation compared to the two stimulus protocol. Remarkably, in the
experiment the first stimulus triggers a strong spindle response, whereas the following
stimuli show a diminished effect. This clearly indicates the importance of the grouping
of spindles and SOs for the consolidation of memory. In contrast to these experimental
findings, auditory stimulation in the model alleviates the refractoriness of the thalamic
module, leading to spindle oscillations with similar amplitude following every stimulus.
This is because of strong depolarization of the thalamic populations by the stimulus
interrupts the thalamic Ih rhythm. While not shown in this work, other forms of stimuli
lead to the same effect. This provides a challenge for the understanding of how auditory
or more general sensory stimulation is processed during sleep and how it interacts with
spindle generation.

6.1.7

Effect of neuromodulators and sleep regulation

The goal of Chapter 5 was to combine two different yet related modeling frameworks. On
the one hand sleep regulatory networks with their complex interactions, that govern the
transition between different states of vigilance. On the other hand EEG generating models, with a special emphasize on sleep. The interaction is based on the modulatory effect
of the neurotransmitters released by the sleep regulatory network, e.g. noradrenalin,
GABA, and acetylcholine, on key parameters of the cortical neural mass model to regulate the transition between its different dynamics modes [McCormick and von Krosigk,
1992, Hughes et al., 2002, Steriade, 2004, Weigenand et al., 2014].
It was shown, that the combined model is able to generate key patterns observed in
the EEG over a full day, transitioning between the different sleep stages independently
from external input. While physiological studies provide a very clear grand picture of the
qualitative effect the neuromodulators have on the different parameters (see Table 5.1),
the literature lacks quantitative measurements of these changes. Therefore, we choose a
simple dependency between gKNa , σp , and the neuromodulators as a starting point for
Eq. (5.5) and Eq. (5.6). Here, neurophysiological measurements might help to elucidate
the dependency of those bifurcation parameters on the respective neuromodulators and
provide a better fit of their relationship. Also different neuromodulators were subsumed
in the presented model, e.g. noradrenalin and serotonin for the wake population. While
these neuromodulators generally act similarly there are subtle differences that may play
an important role.
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6.1.8

Distribution of NREM and REM sleep.

In the original model from Diniz Behn and Booth [Diniz Behn and Booth, 2012], the
NREM and REM episodes are uniformly distributed over the duration of the night. This
is in contrast to human sleep data, where NREM sleep occupies the majority of the first
half of the night and vice versa. Inclusion of the circadian rhythm through activity in
the SCN has been shown to introduce a distribution of the REM bout durations [Fleshner et al., 2011, Gleit et al., 2013]. However, this increases the complexity of the sleep
regulatory network significantly. Also the reduction to a single REM population with
reciprocal interactions employed in this study might be critical, as other mechanisms
beyond reciprocal interaction have been hypothesized to be involved in REM sleep regulation [Brown et al., 2008, Lu et al., 2006, Luppi et al., 2006, Sapin et al., 2009], which
are also subject to circadian modulation. This requires more detailed models of both
the REM sleep regulation as well as the circadian rhythm to elucidate the mechanisms
underlying the distribution of REM sleep.
It is also possible to scale the strength of REM sleep related weights gER and gAW
in the sleep regulatory network with the homeostatic sleep drive h, to prolong REM
episodes over the night (data not shown). However, given the high level of simplification
in the chosen sleep regulatory model, it is questionable whether there is a physiological
process corresponding to this scaling. The aim of this study is to provide a minimal
physiologically plausible model of sleep regulation in a neural mass model. Therefore,
we believe that rather than fixing minor aspects of an oversimplified sleep regulatory
network, one should relate to more sophisticated models, e.g. [Rempe et al., 2010, Diniz
Behn and Booth, 2010, Kumar et al., 2012].

6.1.9

Subdivision of NREM sleep.

Currently the literature on sleep regulatory network focuses on two cardinal rhythms,
the sleep-wake transition as well as NREM-REM cycling. However, in human sleep there
is a further subdivision of NREM sleep into the sleep stages N1-N3, which corresponds to
increasing depth of sleep and are characterized by unique features in the EEG. While the
model can generate EEG activity that shows the characteristics of all stages of NREM
sleep (See Fig. 5.8), N1 and N2 only appear as transients during the transition to sleep
stage N3. In human sleep, N1 occupies only a minimal fraction of the night and is indeed
assumed transient, whereas N2 accounts for the majority of sleep.
The small influence the timescales of the bifurcation parameters have on the hypnogram suggests that it is not possible to represent both N2 and N3 by a single population
to fully reproduce human sleep EEG. Here, more sophisticated models, that include the
subdivision of NREM sleep into two distinct sleep stages N2 and N3, will be necessary
to fully capture sleep dynamics. Similar to REM sleep, the distribution of NREM varies
over the night. This includes not only the total amount of NREM compared to REM,
but also the distribution between N2 and N3. Modulation by the circadian rhythm might
also play a crucial role, as changes in REM bout duration also affect NREM distribution.
Finally, the assumption, that all neuromodulators manipulate the bifurcation parameters on the same time scale might not be valid and those different time scales might
play an important role in the transition between the different sleep stages.
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Outlook

The presented models already reproduce sleep EEG to a high degree. However, there are
still various possible approaches for improvement. These are mostly related to extensions
of the current model that could remedy some of its drawbacks or lead to new applications.
Below some of the more important topics are discussed.

6.2.1

Extended cortical architecture

As mentioned in the discussion in Section 6.1.5 the cortical architecture depicted in
Section 1.2 might play a crucial role in the time course of the spindle response during external sensory stimulation. Moreover, while the work on the combined model in
Chapter 5 resulted in a realistic reproduction of the EEG over a day, the cortical model
presented here is not on par with the state of the art for wake EEG. This concerns both
the inclusion of more synapse types for excitation and inhibition as well as the overall
cortical architecture. Here more realistic models [Ursino et al., 2010, Sotero et al., 2010]
might be extended to reproduce both wake and sleep EEG, especially regarding higher
frequency bands [Wendling et al., 2002]. However, it should be mentioned that due to
the asynchronous cortical activity during wakefulness and the resulting low amplitude
oscillations, most advanced neural mass models are not of the Liley type and require an
extensive redesign to be applicable for sleep. Another architectural enhancement concerns the spatial extension of the cortex, which has been shown to play an important role
in the generation of ultra-slow oscillations [Steyn-Ross et al., 2011] and Turing patterns
[Steyn-Ross et al., 2013].

6.2.2

Mechanisms of firing rate adaptation

As discussed in Section 2.4 the mechanism of the firing rate adaptation utilized in this
work is only one of many candidates, that might play a role in the sleep wake transition
[Benda and Herz, 2003]. Most prominent examples of other mechanisms are calcium dependent potassium channels [Benita et al., 2012] and or synaptic depression [Kilpatrick
and Bressloff, 2010a, Kilpatrick and Bressloff, 2010b]. While it is questionable, whether
different mechanisms of firing rate adaptation would change the dynamical structure of
the cortical model, they might play an important role in the thalamic model. This, includes both the individual time course of a spindle oscillation as well as the refractoriness
of the thalamus after consecutive slow oscillations, that was observed in the data [Ngo
et al., 2015].

6.2.3

Sleep regulation of the thalamus

The combined model presented in Chapter 5 only considered the cortical neural mass.
However, the thalamus is also affected by neuromodulators [McCormick and Huguenard,
1992, Destexhe and Mainen, 1994, Destexhe et al., 1994a, Varela, 2014], which might
play an important role in the transition between sleep stages N2 and N3. In addition
to providing a better fit of the relevant bifurcation parameters, this might also help to
elucidate the role of the different spindle regimes present in the thalamic model depicted
in Fig. 4.2 in the context of fast and slow spindle oscillations.
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6.2.4

Validation of other sleep regulatory networks

The combined model provides a direct relation between the activity of a sleep regulatory
network and a generating model of human EEG. As sleep regulation affects the cortical model only indirectly though a slow modulation of the bifurcation parameters, the
sleep regulatory network can be replaced by a different one, making it a useful tool for
validating other sleep regulatory models.
Similar to the estimation of effective connectivity in the dynamic causal modeling
framework [Kiebel et al., 2008], the EEG signal generated by the cortical model can be
utilized to infer a mapping from human EEG data to the bifurcation parameters and
therewith levels of neuromodulators. As this translates to the activity of the sleep regulatory network, it provides insights into activity of regulatory networks that otherwise
might not be easily measured in vivo.

6.2.5

Pathological brain states and interventions

The work presented here focuses on natural sleep. However, there is a multitude of
sleep related pathological conditions, that might be investigated with this model e.g.
narcolepsy or insomnia. Here, a comparison with experimental data might help to better
understand how the brain deviates from the healthy sleep wake transition and predict
treatment opportunities..
In addition to pathological conditions, the model model can provide predictions for
pharmacological interventions that either target the bifurcation parameters or neuromodulators, e.g. the model suggests that the application of a cholinergic antagonist during
REM sleep should lead to the emergence of slow oscillatory activity. Interestingly it was
shown that during anesthesia application of of acetylcholine can lead to wake-like activity
in animals [Metherate et al., 1992, Steriade et al., 1993b, Steriade, 1993, Goard and Dan,
2009]. Furthermore, anesthetic agents and neuromodulators have similar targets [Nicoll
et al., 1990, Patel et al., 1999, Talley and Bayliss, 2002], which could be incorporated
in the model as an additional way of modifying the bifurcation parameters. Also some
anesthetics target other properties of the neuronal populations, e.g. GABAergic efficacy
[Steyn-Ross et al., 2001, Steyn-Ross et al., 2003, Hutt, 2012, Hashemi et al., 2015]. It
would be interesting to see, whether this can be incorporated into the model.

6.2.6

Minimal models

In contrast to the possible research questions discussed above that call for extended
models with more physiological detail, the mathematically most interesting questions
is that of model reduction. While models presented here strove to be as clear and
simple as possible, they still include a certain level of detail, that might not be necessary
to capture the core mechanisms. This is related to the so called “normal form” of a
bifurcation, which represents the minimal model that exhibits that dynamical behavior
[Guckenheimer et al., 1984, Kuznetsov, 1998] and which is -at least locally- topologically
equivalent to a more complex model that shows the same bifurcation.
For example the Morris-Lecar model [Morris and Lecar, 1981] has been shown to
have a rich repertoire of bifurcations [Wilson, 1999, Tsumoto et al., 2006]. In a similar
fashion the Hindmarsh-Rose model of a bursting neuron [Hindmarsh and Rose, 1984] is
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able to generate the transition between tonic spiking and bursting patterns [Shilnikov
and Cymbalyuk, 2005, Mayer et al., 2006] comparable to what the thalamus model does.

6.3

Summary

In sum, the results presented here exemplify that the hybrid approach employed in this
work is an useful extension of the neural mass framework when the dynamics of the neural population are dominated by intrinsic mechanisms rather than synaptic drive. The
hybrid models developed here reproduce the EEG signal of the sleeping thalamocortical
system to a high degree, requiring only minimal computational resources. Furthermore,
the simplicity of the approach allows a detailed mathematical analysis of the dynamical
repertoire of the underlying brain structures, that provides new insights into the generating mechanisms of sleep related EEG phenomena. By utilizing physiologically motivated
mechanisms, the models can be directly related to experimental measurements, which
simplifies experimental validation. Moreover, by considering the action of neuromodulators, the models may act as an useful validation layer for arbitrary sleep regulatory
networks by means of the EEG signal. Finally, the inclusion of the thalamus enables
the treatment of sensory stimulation, that has played an increasingly important role as
a noninvasive means of manipulating natural sleep.
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Appendix A: Equations
A.1

Cortex

The cortical model is described by the following stochastic differential equations:
−1
τp V̇p = −IL (Vp ) − IAMPA (Vp , sep ) − IGABA (Vp , sip ) − Cm
τp IKNa (Vp , [Na])

τi V̇i = −IL (Vi ) − IAMPA (Vi , sei ) − IGABA (Vi , sii )
φ̈c = ν 2 (Qp (Vp )
s̈ep =
s̈ei =
s̈ip =

− φp ) − 2ν φ̇c

γe2 (Npp Qp (Vp ) + Npt φt
γe2 Nip Qp (Vp ) + Nit φt
γg2 (Npi Qi (Vi )
γg2 (Nii Qi (Vi )

+ φn − sep ) − 2γe ṡep

+ φ0n − sei − 2γe ṡei
− sip ) − 2γg ṡip

s̈ii =
− sii ) − 2γg ṡii
˙ = (αNa Qp (Vp ) − Napump ([Na]))/τNa
[Na]

A.2

Thalamus

The thalamic model is described by the following stochastic differential equations:
−1
t
τt V̇t = −ILt (Vt ) − IAMPA (Vt , set ) − IGABA (Vt , srt ) − Cm
τt (ILK
(Vt ) − ITt (Vt ) − Ih (Vt )),
−1
r
τr V̇r = −ILr (Vr ) − IAMPA (Vr , ser ) − IGABA (Vr , srr ) − Cm
τr (ILK
(Vr ) − ITr (Vr ))

φ̈t = ν 2 (Qt (Vt )

− φt ) − 2ν φ̇t

s̈et = γe2 (
s̈er =
s̈rt =
s̈rr =
ḣtT =
ḣrT =
ṁh1 =

Ntp φc + φn − set ) − 2γe ṡet
2
γe (Nrt Qt (Vt ) + Nrp φc
− ser ) − 2γe ṡer
2
γr (Ntr Qr (Vr )
− srt ) − 2γr ṡrt
2
γr (Nrr Qr (Vr )
− srr ) − 2γr ṡrr
t
t
t
(h∞ − hT )/τh
(hr∞ − hrT )/τhr
h
(mh∞ (1 − mh2 ) − mh1 )/τm
− k3 Ph mh1 + k4 mh2

ṁh2 = k3 Ph mh1 − k4 mh2
˙ = αCa I t − ([Ca] − [Ca0 ])/τCa
[Ca]
T

A.3

Currents and gating functions

The sodium pump and firing rate function are described by:


[Na0 ]3
[Na]3
−
Napump ([Na]) = Rpump
[Na]3 + 3375 [Na0 ]3 + 3375
Qmax
k
Qk (Vk ) =
1 + exp(−(Vk − θ)/σk )
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The currents are given by the following equations:
IL = (Vk − EL )
IAMPA = gAMPA sek (Vk − EAMPA )
IGABA = gGABA sik (Vk − EGABA )
0.37
IKNa = ḡKNa

3.5 (Vp − EK )
38.7
1 + [Na]
k
ILK
= ḡLK (Vk − EK )
k k
ITk = ḡT
m∞ mk∞ hk (Vk − ECa ),

Ih = ḡh (mh1 + ginc mh2 )(Vt − Eh )
Gating functions are taken as:
1
1 + exp(−(Vt + 59)/6.2))
1
mr∞ =
1 + exp(−(Vr + 52)/7.4))
1
ht∞ =
1 + exp((Vt + 81)/4))
1
hr∞ =
1 + exp((Vr + 80)/5))
t
τh = (30.8 + (211.4 + exp((Vt + 115.2)/5))/(1 + exp((Vt + 86)/3.2)))/31.2
mt∞ =

τhr = (85 + 1/(exp((Vr + 48)/4) + exp(−(Vr + 407)/50)))/31.2
1
mh∞ =
1 + exp((Vt + 75)/5.5))
h
= (20 + 1000/(exp((Vt + 71.5)/14.2) + exp(−(Vt + 89)/11.6)))
τm

Ph = k1 [Ca]nP /(k1 [Ca]nP + k2 )

A.4

Sleep regulatory network

The sleep regulatory network is described by:
τW ḞW = QW (gGW CG + gAW CA ) − FW
τN ḞN = QN (gEN CN ) − FN
τR ḞR = QR (gER CE + gGR CG + gAR CA ) − FR
τE ĊE = tanh(FW /γE ) − CE
τG ĊG = tanh(FN /γG ) − CG
τA ĊA = tanh(FR /γA ) − CA
hmax − h
h
ḣ =
H(FW − θh ) − s H(θh − FW )
w
τh
τh
The firing rate function for the sleep regulatory network is given as:
Qk (Y ) =

Fkmax
1 + exp(−(Y − βk )/αk )

Appendix B: Parameters
B.1

Symbol descriptions

Here, we describe the different symbols used in the thalamocortical model and sleep
regulation module and give their values.
Table B.1: Symbol description thalamocortical model
Cm
Qmax
k
θ
σk
τk
τσ
τg
γm
Nkl
gX
ḡX
EX
αNa
τNa
Rpump
Na0
αCa
τCa
Ca0
k
ginc
φsd

Membrane capacitance
Maximal firing rate of population k
Firing threshold (half activation)
Default gain coefficient of the firing rate function of population k
(inverse neural gain)
Membrane time constant of population k
Time constant of neural gain modulation
Time constant of the modulation of the firing rate adaptation
Synaptic rate constant of synapse type m
Connectivity constant for presynaptic population l to postsynaptic
population k
Weight of channel X
Conductivity of channel X
Nernst reversal potential of channel X
Sodium influx through firing rate
Time constant of sodium extrusion
Strength of the sodium pump
Resting state sodium equilibrium
calcium influx through firing rate
Time constant of calcium extrusion
Resting state calcium equilibrium
Reaction velocity of calcium binding
Increase of conductance by binding
Standard deviation of background noise
Table B.2: Symbol description sleep regulatory network

τK
τX
max
FK
βK
αK
γX
gXK
hmax
θh
τhw
τhs
κ

Membrane time constant of population K
Membrane time constant of neuromodulator X
Maximal firing rate of population K
Firing threshold of population K (Half activation)
Default slope of the firing rate function of population K
Synaptic rate constant of neuromodulator X
Synaptic weight of neuromodulator X acting on postsynaptic population K
Maximal sleep drive
Sleep drive threshold
Time constant of sleep drive build up during wakefulness
Time constant of sleep drive decline during sleep
NREM firing threshold modulation parameter
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Parameter values

This table defines all parameter values of the cortical model that are not subject to the
bifurcation analysis or defined elsewhere.
Table B.3: Parameter values cortex
Symbol
Cm
τp , τi
Qmax
p
Qmax
i
θp , θi
σ̄p
σ̄i
τσ
γe
γg
Npp
Nip
Npi
Nii
Npt
Nit
gAMPA
gGABA
ḡKNa
τg
ELp
ELi
EK
EAMPA
EGABA
αNa
τNa
Naeq
Rpump
φsd
n

Value
1
30
30·10−3
60·10−3
−58.5
7
6
100
70·10−3
58.6·10−3
120
72
90
90
2.5
2.5
1
1
1.33
10
−66
−64
−100
0
−70
2
1.7
9.5
0.09
2

Unit
µF/cm2
ms
ms−1
ms−1
mV
mV
mV
ms
ms−1
ms−1
ms
ms
mS/cm2
ms
mV
mV
mV
mV
mV
mM/mA ms
ms
mM
mM ms−1
ms−1
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This table defines all parameter values of the thalamic model that are not subject to the
bifurcation analysis or defined elsewhere.
Table B.4: Parameter values thalamus
Symbol
Cm
τk
Qmax
k
θ
σk
γe
γr
Nrt
Ntr
Nrr
Ntp
Nrp
gAMPA
gGABA
t
ḡT
r
ḡT
ḡh
ELk
EK
EAMPA
EGABA
ECa
Eh
αCa
τCa
Ca0
k1
k2
k3
k4
nP
ginc
φn

Value
1
20
400·10−3
−58.5
6
70·10−3
100·10−3
3
5
19
2.6
2.6
1
1
3
2.3
0.51
−70
−100
0
−70
120
−40
51.8·10−6
10
2.4·10−4
2.5·107
4·10−4
0.1
1·10−3
4
2
2

Unit
µF/cm2
ms
ms−1
mV
mV
ms−1
ms−1
ms
ms
mS cm−2
mS cm−2
mS cm−2
mV
mV
mV
mV
mV
mV
mM/mA ms
ms
mM
mM−1 ms−1
ms−1
ms−1
ms−1
ms−1
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This table defines all parameter values of the sleep regulatory network that are not
defined elsewhere. It should be noted, that in the original manuscript by [Diniz Behn
and Booth, 2012] the parameter values for the sleep regulatory network are given in
seconds or hours. However, since we combine the cortical and the sleep regulatory
model, we have to decide on one time unit.
Table B.5: Parameter values sleep regulatory network
Symbol
τW
τN
τR
τE
τG
τA
max
FW
FNmax
FRmax
βW
βR
αW
αN
αR
γE
γG
γA
gGW
gAW
gGR
gAR
gER
gEN
hmax
θh
τhw
τhs
κ

Value
1500·103
600·103
60·103
2.5·103
1·103
1·103
6.5·10−3
5·10−3
5·10−3
−0.4
−0.9
0.5
0.175
0.13
5·10−3
4·10−3
2·10−3
−1.68
1
−1.3
1.6
−4
−2
1
2·10−3
34830·103
30600·103
1.5

Unit
ms
ms
ms
ms
ms
ms
ms−1
ms−1
ms−1
ms−1
ms−1
ms−1
ms−1
ms−1
ms−1
ms−1
ms−1
ms−1
ms
ms
-

Appendix C: Bifurcation analysis
C.1

Cortex

Here, we give the model definition of the cortex for xppaut. Note there is an additional
linebreak due to editing, in Napump that might cause problems for the parser.
# Cortical model description for xppaut
# Bifurcation parameter
parameter g_KNa
= 0
parameter sigma_p = 4
# Membrane capacity
!C_m
= 1
# Membrane time constant
!tau
= 30
# Weights/conductivities
!g_AMPA = 1
!g_GABA = 1
# Reversal potentials
!E_L
= -64
!E_K
=-100
!E_AMPA = 0
!E_GABA = -70
# Sigmoid
# Maximal
!Qmax_p =
!Qmax_i =

parameters
firing rates
0.03
0.06

# Inhibitory slope
!sigma_i= 6
# Firing threshold
!theta = -58.5
# Scaling parameter for sigmoidal mapping
!C=(pi/sqrt(3))
# Synaptic time constants
!gamma_e=0.07
!gamma_g=0.0586
# Sodium parameters
!Na_eq =9.5
!alpha_Na=2
!tau_Na = 1.3
!R_pump =0.09
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# Connectivities
!N_pp = 120
!N_ip = 72
!N_pi = 90
!N_ii = 90
# Function definition
# Sodium pump
Napump(Na)= Rpump * ( Na*Na*Na / (Na*Na*Na + 3375)
- Naeq*Naeq*Naeq / (Naeq*Naeq*Naeq + 3375))
# Firing rate functions
Qp(Vp)= Qmaxp / (1 + exp(-C*(Vp - theta) / sigmap))
Qi(Vi)= Qmaxi / (1 + exp(-C*(Vi - theta) / sigmai))
# Currents
# Leak current
I_L(V)= (V - E_L)
# Synaptic currents
I_AMPA(V,s)= g_AMPA * s * (V - E_AMPA)
I_GABA(V,s)= g_GABA * s * (V - E_GABA)
# Sodium current
IKNa(Vp,Na) = gKNa * 0.37 / (1 + (38.7 / Na)^3.5) * (Vp - E_K)
# ODE_s
Vp’ = (-I_L(Vp)-I_AMPA(Vp,s_ep)-I_GABA(Vp,s_gp))/tau-1/C_m*I_KNa(Vp,Na)
Vi’ = (-I_L(Vi)-I_AMPA(Vi,s_ei)-I_GABA(Vi,s_gi))/tau
Na’ = (alphaNa * Qp(Vp) -Napump(Na))/tauNa
s_ep’ = x_ep
s_ei’ = x_ei
s_gp’ = x_gp
s_gi’ = x_gi
x_ep’ = gamma_e * gamma_e * (N_pp * Qp(Vp) - s_ep) - 2 * gamma_e * x_ep
x_ei’ = gamma_e * gamma_e * (N_ip * Qp(Vp) - s_ei) - 2 * gamma_e * x_ei
x_gp’ = gamma_g * gamma_g * (N_pi * Qi(Vi) - s_gp) - 2 * gamma_g * x_gp
x_gi’ = gamma_g * gamma_g * (N_ii * Qi(Vi) - s_gi) - 2 * gamma_g * x_gi
# Initial parameters
init Vp=-64, Vi=-64, Na=9.5
# XPPAUT settings
@ total=3000,dt=1,meth=rungekuta
@ YLO=-80,YHI=-40,XLO=0,XHI=3000
@ parmin=0,parmax=10.2
@ autoxmin=0,autoxmax=10,autoymin=-100,autoymax=0
@ ds=1e-2,dsmin=1e-5,dsmax=0.05
@ nmax=4000,npr=0,ntst=600,epsl=1e-9,epss=1e-7,epsu=1e-7
done
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Here, we give the model definition of the thalamus for xppaut. Note there are additional
linebreaks due to editing, in Vt’ and Vr’ that might cause problems for the parser.
# Thalamic model description for xppaut
# Bifurcation parameters
param g_LK=0.02
param g_h=0.06
# Membrane capacity
!C_m = 1
# Membrane time constant
!tau=20.0
# Weights/conductivities
!g_T_t=3.0
!g_T_r=2.3
!g_AMPA=1.0
!g_GABA=1.0
# Reversal potentials
!E_L
=-70
!E_K
=-100
!E_Ca =120
!E_h
=-40
!E_AMPA=0
!E_GABA=-70
# Sigmoid parameters
# Maximum firing rate
!Q_max=400E-3
# Slope for sigmoid
!sigma=6
# Sigmoid threshold
!theta=-58.5
# Scaling parameter for sigmoidal mapping
!C=(pi/sqrt(3))
# PSC rise time in ms^-1
!gamma_t=70E-3
!gamma_r=100E-3
# Calcium dynamic
!alpha_Ca=-51.8E-6
!tau_Ca=10
!Ca_0=2.4E-4
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# Parameters of h-current
!k1
= 2.5E_7
!k2
= 4E-4
!k3
= 1E-1
!k4
= 1E-3
!n_P = 4
!g_inc= 2
# Connectivities
!N_er=3
!N_rt=5
!N_rr=25
# Functions
# Firing rates
Qt(Vt)=Q_max/(1+exp(-C*(Vt-theta)/sigma))
Qr(Vr)=Q_max/(1+exp(-C*(Vr-theta)/sigma))
# Activation functions
m_inf_T_t(Vt)=1/(1+exp(-(Vt+59)/6.2))
m_inf_T_r(Vr)=1/(1+exp(-(Vr+52)/7.4))
h_inf_T_t(Vt)=1/(1+exp((Vt+81)/4))
h_inf_T_r(Vr)=1/(1+exp((Vr+80)/5))
tau_h_T_t(Vt)=(30.8+(211.4+exp((Vt+115.2)/5))/(1+exp((Vt+86)/3.2)))/3^1.2
tau_h_T_r(Vr)=(85+1/(exp((Vr+48)/4)+exp(-(Vr+407)/50)))/3^1.2
m_inf_h(Vt)=1/(1+exp((Vt+75)/5.5))
tau_m_h(Vt)=(20+1000/(exp((Vt+71.5)/14.2)+exp(-(Vt+89)/11.6)))
# Synaptic currents
I_AMPA(V,s)= g_AMPA * s * (V - E_AMPA)
I_GABA(V,s)= g_GABA * s * (V - E_GABA)
# Leak currents
I_L(V)=(V-E_L)
I_LK(V)=g_LK*(V-E_K)
# Calicum current
I_T_t(Vt,h_T_t)=g_T_t*m_inf_T_t(Vt)*m_inf_T_t(Vt)*h_T_t*(Vt-E_Ca)
I_T_r(Vr,h_T_r)=g_T_r*m_inf_T_r(Vr)*m_inf_T_r(Vr)*h_T_r*(Vr-E_Ca)
# h-current
I_h(Vt,m_h,m_h2)=g_h*(m_h+g_inc*m_h2)*(Vt-E_h)
# Protein binding
P_h(Ca)=(k1*Ca*Ca*Ca*Ca/(k1*Ca*Ca*Ca*Ca+k2))
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# System equation
Vt’=-(I_L(Vt)+I_GABA(Vt,s_rt))/tau
-1/C_m*(I_LK(Vt)+I_T_t(Vt,h_T_t)+I_h(Vt,m_h,m_h2))
Vr’=-(I_L(Vr)+I_AMPA(Vr,s_er)+I_GABA(Vr,s_rr))/tau
-1/C_m*(I_LK(Vr)+I_T_r(Vr,h_T_r))
Ca’=(alpha_Ca*I_T_t(Vt,h_T_t)-(Ca-Ca_0)/tau_Ca)
h_T_t’=(h_inf_T_t(Vt)-h_T_t)/tau_h_T_t(Vt)
h_T_r’=(h_inf_T_r(Vr)-h_T_r)/tau_h_T_r(Vr)
m_h’=((m_inf_h(Vt)*(1-m_h2)-m_h)/tau_m_h(Vt)-k3*P_h(Ca)*m_h+k4*m_h2)
m_h2’=(k3*P_h(Ca)*m_h-k4*m_h2)
s_er’=x_er
s_rt’=x_rt
s_rr’=x_rr
x_er’=gamma_t*gamma_t*(N_er*Qt(Vt)-s_er)-2*gamma_t*x_er
x_rt’=gamma_r*gamma_r*(N_rt*Qr(Vr)-s_rt)-2*gamma_r*x_rt
x_rr’=gamma_r*gamma_r*(N_rr*Qr(Vr)-s_rr)-2*gamma_r*x_rr
# Initial parameters
init Vt=-70,Vr=-70,Ca=2.4E-4
# XPPAUT settings
@ total=3000,dt=1,meth=rungekuta
@ YLO=-80,YHI=-40,XLO=0,XHI=3000
@ parmin=0,parmax=0.2
@ autoxmin=0,autoxmax=0.2,autoymin=-100,autoymax=0
@ ds=1e-2,dsmin=1e-5,dsmax=0.5
@ nmax=400,npr=0,ntst=600,epsl=1e-9,epss=1e-7,epsu=1e-7
done
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